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THE ORCHARD

• NEW HIGH-SPEED, SIX-PERSON LIFT
• 20% MORE SKIABLE TERRAIN
• 6 NEW TRAILS

find more information at
BLUEMOUNTAIN.CA/ORCHARD
BlueMountain.ca 877-445-0231

25–45 Meadowbrook Lane

PHASE 2 TOWNHOMES
Priced at $157.00* per square foot

Enjoy your holidays from home
3 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, 5 appliances, 9’ smooth ceilings, mudroom,
deck, attached 1 & 2 car garages. Swimming pool, tennis court &
club house. Walking distance to the boutiques & restaurants of the
quaint downtown, minutes to the ski hills, hiking trails & Georgian Bay.

$

Starting from

290,136

Model

Sq.Ft.

PRICE

Primrose A: Unit 25
Unit 27

2346
2346

$368,322
$368,322

Models Open:

Primrose B: Unit 33
Unit 39
Unit 45

2369
2369
2369

$371,933
$371,933
$371,933

Saturday, Sunday
12:00 noon – 4:00 pm
or by appointment

Larkspur A: Unit
Unit
Unit
Unit

34
40
36
38

1973
1973
1848
1848

$309,761
$309,761
$290,136
$290,136

Laurel:

Unit 41

2400

$376,800

Magnolia:

SOLD
Unit 37
SOLD

2084
2084
2084

$327,188
$327,188
$327,188

HST included in price

*Excluding unit 31 due to additional upgrades.

Barb Thompson
& Anita Lauer
SALES REPRESENTATIVES

Direct:
705.441.4777
705.446.6446

CHESTNUT PARK REAL ESTATE
LIMITED, BROKERAGE
393 First Street, Suite 100,
Collingwood, ON L9Y 1B3

www.chestnutpark.com

705.445.5454

www.themoviegals.com Real estate in action!

NEW HOMES SALES CENTRE

BUNGALOWS
& CHALETS

EXPERIENCE THE BEST OF ALL WORLDS IN STUNNING COLLINGWOOD.
Ever dreamed of living the life in Ontario’s only true four season playground? Then now’s the time to visit
MacPherson Master Builders new Sales Centre, offering homes ranging from well-appointed street
towns to spectacular bungalows and luxury estate lots. Imagine golfing, boating, biking, skiing,
hiking, and fine dining in the shadow of Collingwood’s picturesque Blue Mountains.
Now stop dreaming and visit the new Sales Centre and see for yourself how you can make it a reality!
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SALES CENTRE HOURS:
WEDNESDAY TO SUNDAY - NOON TO 5PM | MONDAY & TUESDAY - CLOSED
VISIT OUR NEW SALES OFFICE AT
5 CRANBERRY TRAIL EAST (HWY 26 & CRANBERRY TRAIL)

MACPHERSONBUILDERS.COM | 705-293-2201

THE FIRST ASCENT PROPELLANT JACKET
®

The most breathable insulated soft shell ever built by Eddie Bauer.
Constructed with stretch-woven, weather-shedding material and highloft Polartec® Alpha® insulation for enhanced airflow and award-winning
performance during elevated aerobic activities. Guide built and trusted by
Eddie Bauer snowboarder Wyatt Caldwell.

SCENIC CAVES

NORDIC
CENTRE
sceniccaves.com
THE SCENIC CAVES NORDIC CENTRE RESTS AMID A
200 YEAR OLD HARDWOOD FOREST ON THE TOP
OF BLUE MOUNTAIN, NEAR COLLINGWOOD
THE NORDIC CENTRE WELCOMES THE WHOLE FAMILY
• Fully Groomed Cross-Country Classic and Skate Ski Trails
• Groomed Snowshoe Trails • Guided Night Snowshoe Hikes
• 420 ft. Suspension Bridge • Warming Hut / Hot Beverages
• Rentals and Lessons • Season Passes and Gift Certificates
• Fabulous Panoramic Views from Mountain Top Lookouts
• Excellent High-Altitude Snow Conditions all Season Long

10 minutes from Collingwood • 705 446-0256, ext 223

February 8, 2014
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•
•
•

new larger space
new great schedule
hot yoga room

705 444 2266

•
•
•
•

buddha barre classes
yoga teacher training program
juice bar
1 week unlimited for only $20

buddharider.com
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Located mountainside at Blue Mountain Resort
Bonfire - Salomon - Burton - Orage - Eira - Smith - SPY
705.443.5801 | bluemountain.ca

guestitorial

allison kennedy davies PHOTO.

Rewriting the 20-Centimetre Rule
Man, oh man, I love living here. We really do
have it all. In the summer, there’s hiking, biking,
climbing, and as I’ve recently discovered, some
pretty epic surfing. In the winter there’s skiing,
snowboarding, snowshoeing, fat biking and, for
those hardcore enough, some pretty epic surfing.
But with the winter season upon us, there’s
one thing – in the interest of fairness – that I
think we need to clear up. Many of us who’ve
settled here have previously lived in other
mountain towns. Whether it was Whistler, Fernie
or elsewhere, there’s a good chance your
employers abided by the 20-Centimetre Rule.
This logic behind this legendary rule is brilliant.
Folks have chosen to live in these mountain
towns for a reason: To enjoy the best ski and
snowboard conditions on the very best days.
So, when Mother Nature dumps 20 centimetres
or more on the slopes, businesses open late
so their employees can be precisely where they
should be. There’s no note from your doctor
needed, no ridiculous excuse about your car
not starting – just a simple understanding that
if the conditions are that good, you should be
on the hill.
Sure, this might mean your cappuccino isn’t

available precisely when you want it, or maybe
you can’t ship that package at exactly 9 a.m,
but it’s a rule in place for the good of the town,
the employees, and, I’d personally argue, the
greater good of all mankind. These are sacrifices
I think we’d all be willing to make.

immediately, but we should consider other options
as well. My suggestions: The North Chair Rule
for mornings when 10-plus centimetres have fallen
since the runs were groomed after day skiing;
the 4 p.m. Fresh Corduroy Rule for those who
wish to duck out early and follow the groomers;
and the Shorts and T-shirt Day Rule, for those

There’s no note from your doctor needed, no ridiculous excuse about your
car not starting – just a simple understanding that if the conditions are
that good, you should be on the hill.
That brings me to my current dilemma. For
those of us who live here, with Blue Mountain
and an array of fantastic private resorts out our
back door, don’t we deserve the benefit of such
a practical rule too? We too are here to enjoy
nature’s bounty, to shred our butts off when
conditions are good. The only hiccup we face is
that we don’t often get 20 centimetres of fresh
overnight (although this season looks promising).
But I can assure you that official 20-Centy Rule
or not, no one is showing up early (or possibly
at all) if and when that happens.
What I’m proposing is that we amend this wellthought-out rule for Ontario conditions. Obviously
the 20-Centimetre Rule should go on the books

epic, sunny spring skiing days when you really
should be putting in a few runs and sharing a
pitcher on the patio after.
Thankfully, as I sit here among the ranks of the
self-employed, I pretty much invoke these rules
at will already. But for those of you who don’t
have the same luxury, feel free to share this
article, call a staff meeting, stage a ski-in, or
do whatever it takes to make your slope dreams
a reality. And for those of us who may find a
Fresh Corduroy-Rule-in-Effect sign on the front
door of your business – you have our mutual
understanding and our respect.
–Allison Kennedy Davies, Contributing Editor
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Four big mountains mean lots of room to play and lots of ways to do it.

25% off nightly rates | 855-318-1713 | www.limelighthotel.com

Like the highest Rocky Mountain peak, The Limelight Hotel reveals the best
views and access to Aspen’s most sought-after terrain. Whether you seek
ruggedness or sophistication, authenticity or glamour, The Limelight Hotel
holds your reservation to the finest of Aspen experiences.

MLonline

SATURDAY JANUARY 11, 7:30 PM.
DOORS OPEN AT 7:00.
GAYETY THEATRE,
161 HURONTARIO STREET, COLLINGWOOD.

SAVE THE DATE: ‘VALHALLA’, SKI FILM OF THE CENTURY
Mountain Life Ontario, together with Patagonia Toronto and Northwinds Brewery,
is screening Valhalla at Collingwood’s Gayety Theatre on SATURDAY, JANUARY 11,
7:30 PM (doors open at 7). Tickets $20 and that includes a copy of Mountain Life
Annual and a pint of Northwinds! Door prizes courtesy of Patagonia and Blue
VALHALLA : A ski movie by Sweetgrass Productions.
Mountain! Pre-order tickets here.

Presented by Patagonia Toronto, Mountain Life & Northwinds Brewery
Door prize courtesy of Patagonia Toronto and Blue Mountain will go to one lucky ticketholder!
Refreshments provided by Northwinds Brewery.

BACKYARD

Tickets $20. Includes a copy of Mountain Life Annual and a pint of Northwinds beer! Must be legal drinking age.
Paint the Town Rouge:
more about the GTA’s
National Urban
Phone or email for tickets: 1.888.353.3203
info@gayetytheatre.com
Web:Rouge
www.gayetytheatre.com

Park Initiative – one of North America’s newest and largest – in
photos and video.

WELLNESS
An exclusive preview of Raw Iron Man Brendan Brazier’s muchanticipated new Thrive Energy Cookbook, forthcoming from
Penguin Canada.

Wicked White Hot Chocolate Recipe
After just one sip, you’ll never go back to cafeteria hot chocolate.
Ever.
1 pinch ground nutmeg
4 cups milk (or unsweetened almond milk)
8 oz white chocolate...
1 tsp vanilla

ENVIRO

JESSICA SYPHER PHOTO.

Nelson Phillips takes us inside the Environmental Visual Communication
program at Peterborough’s Fleming College. We’ll meet young visual
artists who through their films, photography and mixed media take on
issues surrounding environmentalism and conservation.

visit us online at
gb.mountainlifemag.ca
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facebook.com/MountainLifeMagazine

twitter.com/MountainLifeMag

www.locationsnorth.com

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

SKI SEASON GEM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

LORA BAY LOT

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

SKI SEASON GEM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

FULLY FURNISHED

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

FULLY FURNISHED

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

PRICE REDUCED!!

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

PRICE REDUCED!!

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

We are trusted to sell

PRIME LOCATION!

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

™

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs o
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

SKI SEASON GEM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

CRAIGLEITH CRACKER!

Prestigious 5 bedroom home at
Nipissing Ridge close to Craigleith
& Alpine ski clubs. Fantastic value.
$735,000 MLS® Exclusive

Call Matthew Lidbetter* 705-443-7250

more homes than we can display
on this page

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath mak
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs o
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

PRIME LOCATION!

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORA BAY LOT

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

FULLY FURNISHED

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

CREEMORE CHARM

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

PRIME LOCATION!

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORA BAY LOT

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

FULLY FURNISHED

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

PRICE REDUCED!!

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

www.locationsnorth.com

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

PRICE REDUCED!!

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs onto
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

PRIME LOCATION!

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

LORA BAY LOT

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

CREEMORE CHARM

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath make
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

START YOUR HOME SEARCH HERE

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs o
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

SIERRA WOODLANDS

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath make
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

SPECTACULAR CHALET!

PRIME LOCATION!

LORA BAY LOT

MEAFORD GOLF COURSE

PRICE REDUCED!!

FULLY FURNISHED

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Beaumont** 705-606-1046

Call Doug Lindsay* 705-441-0850

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Phyllis Dineen* 705-445-5520 Ext 406

Call Rick Crouch** 705-443-1037

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

Spacious 5 bedrooms, great
entertaining spaces. Chef’s kitchen,
fabulous wood floors through out.
$649,900 MLS® 20130650

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Fabulous century home completely
updated. Gourmet kitchen, private
master with w/o to terrace.
$479,900 MLS® 20130285

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Building lot on Sunset Blvd at Lora Bay;
build your dream retirement home on
this generous lot.
$139,000 MLS® 20126384

4 year old 3+1 bedroom, 2 bath, open
concept raised bungalow features
double car garage, large rear yard
$299,900 MLS® 20126207

Sellers motivated! extensively
renovated 2 bedroom bungalow in
town, close to hospital and schools.
$213,000 MLS® 20130171

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Nestled amongst trees, 3 bed, 2 bath
chalet, gas heat, central air, backs o
Georgian Trail.
$449,900 MLS® 20123662

COZY BUNGALOW

BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS
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CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY
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BRICK BUNGALOW

CRANBERRY LUXURY

FABULOUS VIEW OF BAY

CRANBERRY VILLAS

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Doug Linton* 705-444-9643

Call Greg Weeks* 705-606-0183

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call Richard Wiles** 647-839-9582

Call Rod MacAlpine* 519-372-7737

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

CRANBERRY VILLAGE

FIVEACREHOME.COM

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

Call Sheila Shepherd* 705-441-6085

Call Steve Simon* 705-994-2353

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath makes
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212

Excellent location & Stunning views
from this 4 BR, 4 bath town-home,
perfect for entertaining.
$619,000 MLS® 20130450

NIPISSING RIDGE!

Prestigious 4 bedroom home.
3,200 Sq ft, 4 gourmet kitchen, main
floor master, landscaped grounds.
$679,000 MLS® 20131004

Call Jim Hanna* 705-441-5272

WATERFRONT LIVING

Luxurious waterfront living with a great
feeling of space with a spectacular
views.
$479,000 MLS® 20124066

Call Karen E. Willison* 705-888-0075

2 bed, 1bath bungalow between
Collingwood & Wasaga. Large 188’ x
281’ x irreg lot. Natural gas fireplace.
$159,000 MLS® 20131126

WASAGA WATERFRONT

Beautifully appointed semi-detached
4 bedroom 3 and half bath with
swimming pool on sandy Wasaga
Beach.
$699,888 MLS® 20130897

Call Josh Dolan** 705-446-8404

CREEKSIDE COLLINGWOOD

Four bedroom Monterey home,
complete with many upgrades, finished
basement and a 50ft lot.
$384,900 MLS® 20131053

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

2 Bedrooms, outskirts of town on quiet
dead end street. 1,470 Sq ft, detached
20 x 50 shop.
$279,000 MLS® 20130208

SKI SEASON GEM

1900 sq ft 5 bed country home in
desirable neighbourhood close to
Thornbury.
$350,000 MLS® 20130622

Call Julia Hinds* 705 351-8838

BLUE MOUNTAIN CHALET

Literally across the road from the ski
hill. Over 4000 sq ft, five bedrooms
plus loft.
$889,000 MLS® 20125159

Call LeeAnn Matthews* 705 446 8688

PERSONAL I PROFESSIONAL I PROGRESSIVE
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
MEAFORD
519-538-5755

COLLINGWOOD
705-445-5520

THORNBURY
519-599-2136

Completely upgraded, turn key end
unit, 1854 sq ft 4 bedroom 2 bath, views
of Osler Bluffs. A must see!
$269,900 MLS® 20130551

This 2 bedroom Cranberry Glen condo
is cheery & bright; it comes furnished.
Ready to move in!!
$118,500 MLS® 20130304

LIFESTYLE AT BLUE

Park-like lot with views of ski hills &
backs onto 14 acres of parkland!
Custom built open concept!
$699,900 MLS® 20130691

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

Lovely ranch bungalow with
commanding views, great design and
well presented.
$399,000 MLS® 20130082

Great family home on private 5 acre
wooded property in Collingwood. Close
to all amenities.
$399,000 MLS® 20131132

CREEMORE CHARM

Updated Edwardian in Creemore! 4
Bedroom, Modern living with all of the
character of yesteryear.
$359,900 MLS® 20126255

Call Vicki Bell** 705-446-4539

2 bed / 2 bath Gas Forced, central
Air included & Gas Fire place. Spell
“VALUE”!!!
$134,900 MLS® 20131164

BLUE MOUNTAIN CONDO

Ground level condo in Historic
Snowbridge. 2 bedroom, 2 bath make
perfect vacation home!
$259,000 MLS® 20124427

Call Cassandra Tait* 705-444-4611

ADMIRAL DISTRICT

Immaculate 3 bedroom in a fantastic
Collingwood neighbourhood. Deep
town lot backs on to trail.
$245,000 MLS® 20126167

Call Wispy Boivin* 705-888-7212
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BLUE MOUNTAIN RESORT PHOTO.

Meet the Riglets
Blue Mountain and Burton offer tiny tots snowboard experience
Edgy wedgies, hula-hoops, pizza and french
fries: these are the tricks of the trade for
teaching the very youngest of skiers. Until now,
it’s been pretty much accepted that two planks
are the way to start your preschooler on the
slopes. But the folks at Burton snowboards and
Blue Mountain Resort are trying to change all
that by offering a new initiative that puts two to
five year olds on snowboards in a terrain-based
setting.
Running around the U.S. since 2010 but really
picking up steam in recent years, Riglet Parks
are like miniature terrain parks complete with
slider boxes, bumps and rollers. An instructor
using a Burton Riglet Reel – a retractable leash
on the nose of the board, tows little shredders
around the course.
“By taking downhill speed out of the equation,
young riders can focus on their technique,”
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explains Blue Mountain’s Ashley Boland. “This
terrain-based teaching focuses on getting
young children comfortable with positioning,
weight distribution and balance and helps teach
edging on a snowboard.”
For the 2013/2014 season, Blue Mountain
will be building a Riglet Park at South Base
Lodge and offering Tiny Tot Snowboard lessons
there. Boards used in the Riglet Park must
be equipped with a Burton Riglet Reel. All the
equipment you need to get your wee snowboarder
in action can be rented at South Base Lodge
and lessons start at $59 plus tax or $69 plus
tax, including rentals.
With many dedicated snowboarders-turnedparents, the Riglet Park may be the answer to
getting their kids involved in the sport. For Blue
Mountain, the Riglet Park is a great way to help
encourage a new generation of riders.

“Blue Mountain is committed to growing alpine
sports,” explains Boland. “We pride ourselves
on being one of the leaders in sport development.
For years, it was a widely held belief that children
had to begin their alpine interests with ski
lessons. Our partnership with Burton and their
Riglet Park helps dispel that myth and gives
parents, and children, a previously unavailable
option. In a safe and welcoming environment
like the Riglet Park, it’s easy to start snowboarding at a young age and create the newest
generation of alpine enthusiasts.”

– Allison Kennedy Davies
For more information on Blue Mountain Resort’s
Burton Riglet Park visit bluemountain.ca and
click on the Kids at Blue tab.

your favourite ski store
now open in

Collingwood
Demo Centre
featuring:
Head Jr Race
Head Adult Race
Elan Centre
Jr & Adult
Race Accessories
and Clothing

2 Great Locations
Visit us and be surprised!

KenmarkSnowsports.com
facebook.com/

209574 Hwy 26 West
Blue Mountains
705 293 9322

10720 Yonge Street
Richmond Hill
905 883 5586

LIAM & LAUREN
B

A

B

Y

Lunch Dinner Martinis Cocktails Vintage Wine
Premier Dining in the Blue Mountain Village
705.446.2643

143 Hume St., Collingwood, ON

www.copperblues.com

705.293.2239

www.LiamAndLauren.ca
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Your home.
It’s where you live.

Y

our home is where you and your family are secure. It’s the refuge. The
safe place. The comfort zone. And Huronia is dedicated to maintaining
that feeling. Not by being obvious, and making your home a fortress, but
by providing and monitoring the systems that keep you, your family, your
home... secure.

Huronia
Security & Monitoring
Fire & Safety
Home Theatre

We provide the hardware, and the friendly voice, that you can depend on
in your community. And because we own the local monitoring station...
it really is Huronia you contact.
Call us today to talk security, for your home and family.

Safe. Secure. And Sound.

www.huroniaalarms.com

Collingwood 705-445-4444 • 800-504-3053

Midland 705-792-9311 • 888-363-9311
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park city

A short drive from downtown T-Dot. BRUCE KIRKBY PHOTO.

The GTA’s Rouge Valley Goes National
Less than a century ago, a series of deeply
incised, heavily wooded ravines bisected
Toronto’s landscape, but decades of urban
expansion have shrunk and atrophied these
natural conduits. Just one significant green
splash remains on the map of the Greater
Toronto Area: the Rouge Valley. Despite its
urban location, it is a region of extraordinary
biodiversity, rivaling anywhere in Canada for raw
number of species present.

felt hats and beaver logos – suddenly has a
rock star on their hands.

In 1987, the idea of a National Park in the
Rouge was first floated, but back then, Parks
Canada was not interested in small parks
located near big cities. Today, with visitation
numbers down and its budget savaged, Parks
Canada is seeking innovative ways to extend its
reach and renew its relevance.

One example: natural regenerative processes like
fire and flooding – the norm in other National
Parks – clearly cannot be permitted within the
Rouge. Further complicating matters are the
working farms, roadways, train tracks, utility
and transmission corridors that lie within the
proposed boundaries.

Politically speaking, the establishment of a
new national park in the Rouge is a no-brainer.
The federal Conservatives ran on a promise
of studying the feasibility of a Rouge National
Urban Park. Situated in the middle of the influential “905” ridings – where federal elections
are won or lost – opinion polls have repeatedly
shown the concept of a new urban park to be
wildly popular, with almost 90 percent local
support.

There is some concern among the conservation community that handing over the keys to
these fragile lands to the feds might, ironically,
diminish protection. “If it truly is a National
Park, we welcome the idea,” says Jim Robb.
The silver-bearded General Manager of Friends
of Rouge Watershed has fought for the area’s
protection for a quarter century. “We have
great respect for Parks Canada, but we want to
ensure this becomes a bone fide national park
– where ecological health is given top priority.”

In May 2012, $143.7 million was allocated over
a 10-year period towards the creation of Canada’s
first National Urban Park in the Rouge Valley.
And while official boundaries have not yet
been drawn, the concept is already generating
a lot of hype. Parks Canada – an institution
oft-perceived as staid; the realm of mustaches,

“A National Urban Park is a brand new concept,”
explains Superintendent Pam Veinotte, a
36-year veteran of the Park Service, who has
previously stood at the helm of Yoho, Banff
and other big name parks. “And it will require
an innovative approach to conservation and
management.”

“While this is a brand new member of the Parks
Canada family, it is not going to be inferior in
any way,” Veinotte insists. “It will operate under
the full mandate of protection, visitor experience
and conservation.”

While the protection of its rare Carolinian ecosystem may be one integral part of the Rouge
Park, its twin (and equally ambitious) goal is to
somehow combat the exploding social phenomenon of public disconnection from nature.
Alongside such lonely outposts as Mongolia
and Iceland, Canada ranks among the most
sparsely populated countries on earth. Despite
this, a recent United Nations report reveals that
82 percent of our population resides in urban
settings – a higher average than such heavily
populated nations as Germany, France and the
United Kingdom.
At the new Rouge Park, youth will be a priority
audience, along with new Canadians, 97 percent
of whom settle in urban areas. “Some people
have to be taught how to interact with wild
places,” says Veinotte. “It’s not because they’ve
chosen to ignore them. They’ve not had access.”
“A lot of money and resources is being poured
into the creation of Canada’s first National Urban
park,” says Faisal Moola, Director General of the
David Suzuki Foundation, “and it is critical we
get the legislative framework right. Because
the Rouge is not a one-off.” According to Moola,
communities across country are campaigning
for similarly ambitious projects, citing examples
of Bowen Island (just offshore from Vancouver)
and the Gatineau Hills (north of Ottawa). If the
Rouge works, it could sweepingly change our
country’s relationship with National Parks.
–Bruce Kirkby
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Photos courtesy National Capital Commission, Ottawa–Gatineau.

Ski Gatineau
This massive slice of accessible boreal wilderness is a
perfectly-tuned Nordic playground
At night, if I get a string of green lights, I can
drive from my house in semi-suburban Ottawa
to Gatineau Park in 20 minutes. I always wax
my skis and put on my boots before leaving
home. When I pull into the southernmost
trailhead in the 36,131-hectare wedge of hills,
lakes and trees, which stretches from the city of
Gatineau to the boreal wilderness of Quebec’s
Outaouais region, my knapsack is already
packed — water, chocolate, headlamp — and I
am ready to glide into a state of bliss.
Before moving to Ottawa, I lived in Edmonton,
where I got seriously hooked on cross-country
skiing. A river valley lined with paths, a national
park half an hour away, and steady snow from
November until April, made it a perfect winter
sport. Friends told me there was good Nordic
skiing in Ottawa, but still, I was blown away by
what I found.
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Although there are rustic XC routes in the
greenbelt that cradles the city, Gatineau Park
reels in Ottawans like a tractor beam. Once you
learn the lingo — trailheads are numbered, from
P1 to P19 — and get into the habit of checking
the website for frequently updated condition
reports, it’s nearly impossible go elsewhere.
The park has more than 200 kilometres of
trails, ranging from ungroomed backcountry
rollercoasters to roads with four sets of classic
tracks and a generous lane for skate-skiing
in the middle. Most of the 50-plus trails are
narrower trackset/skate-ski combos, green and
blue and black diamond, rising and falling over
a vertical distance of 320 metres.
A crown corporation called the National Capital
Commission (NCC) runs Gatineau Park, which
celebrates its 75th birthday this year. Because it’s
so close to so many people, there’s a tug-of-war

BREATHE
DEEPER.

Feel the speed. Savour the silence. Love winter.
Get Nordic gear that keeps up, sourced by the
kick-and-glide pros at Mountain Equipment Co-op.
Andrew Querner

MEC.CA/NORDIC

WE ARE ALL OUTSIDERS

#OUTSIDERS

Get the MEC app
mec.ca/iphone

Follow us
@mec

Like us
fb.com/mec

between recreation and conservation; more than 2.7 million
visitors come every year. The NCC faces criticism for adding
another layer of bureaucracy to an area already smothered
by three levels of elected officials, including two provincial
governments and municipal governments on both sides of
the border. But Gatineau Park’s Nordic network, and the
skating rink on the Rideau Canal, are two things that the
NCC does right.
The first few times I skied in the park, I snuck away from my
wife and kids on crisp weekend mornings and did 40-kilometre
loops. Shelters with wood stoves and picnic tables provide a
place to warm up (and dry off) over lunch. I skied all types
of terrain, from steep climbs to long thigh-burning descents,
through frozen marshes and thick forests, and would
breezily slide along closed trails to avoid covering the same
stretch twice. Until, one day, I wiped out on an open-water
creek.
Gasping for breath on the far bank, I vowed to be more
careful. Which turned out to be good timing, because things
got busy at both home and work, and I became almost
exclusively a solo night skier.
I head to the park when my daughters are in their pajamas
and the supper dishes done. Trails are not lit, but with a
headlamp — or a bright moon — one can see fine. Usually,
I stick to the parkways: wide roads with gentle grades,
superb grooming, and virtually no chance of injury.
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Although there are rustic XC routes in the
greenbelt that cradles the city, Gatineau Park
reels in Ottawans like a tractor beam.
But after a big snowfall, or when the moon is full, I will veer off
onto smaller trails. Rocketing along the tracks like a streetcar,
cordoned between snow-covered pines, I lose all sense of time.
My favourite route starts at P3, the parking lot closest to home.
Within minutes of snapping in and setting off along Gatineau
Parkway, I’m gliding through rock cuts, and the noise of the
city is gone. I slip onto green trail No. 5, then switchback up
blue No. 15 before making the swooshing descent to Pink Lake.
Then it’s onto the parkway again for the mostly downhill run
home.
About two-thirds of the way back, the lights of Gatineau’s
government buildings appear over the trees, twinkling in the
darkness, more magical than they could possibly look from
anywhere else.
– Dan Rubinstein
For information on skiing in Gatineau Park, including trail
reports, go to http://bit.ly/1h8csFq
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wellness

Peace Naturals’ Chief of Research and Quality Assurance, Darryl Hudson, examines the latest strain.
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Growing
Peacefully
Inside one of Canada’s most progressive
medical-marijuana facilities
Words and photos by Colin Field
A visit to the Peace Naturals Project facility is
full of surprises. The first is visual: a standard
old farm building stands in Clearview Township,
blending seamlessly with the surrounding properties. Until you see the razor wire circumnavigating the barn. Then as the guys running the
place introduce themselves, their suits and ties
don’t blend in with your preconceived notion
of farmers’ attire. From there you’re asked to
sign multiple forms, remove your shoes, don a
lab coat, latex gloves, a hair net and ID badge,
before you can even get into the barn. And
then, after some double-fault security zones,
you’re finally in. Before your eyes can adjust
to the bright lights, the overpowering smell that
permeates everything in the massive, industrialsized grow room fills your olfactory senses.
And then comes the biggest surprise of all:
row upon row upon row of flowering marijuana
plants.
A few kilometres from downtown Stayner, Peace
Naturals is the first newly licensed, commercial
cannabis operation in Canada. It’s an impressive
operation. And the guys running it are equally
impressive.
Some have PhD’s, some have entrepreneurial
backgrounds, and others are volunteer soccer
coaches. In other words, they’re upstanding,
successful members of their community. These
guys are at the forefront of the medical cannabis
movement. They are pioneers. And they’re in it
for the right reasons.
Peace Naturals founder Mark Gobuty got into
growing medical cannabis when his parents
were sick with arthritis and cancer. It was
used for pain management and in his father’s
case, helped reduce his alcohol consumption.
It helped them cope with their illnesses and in
Gobuty’s mind, it was proof that the industry
needed more research and standardization.
In 2010, Gobuty teamed up with Kenneth
Langford, an authorized designated grower for
patients. He has supplied one patient for over
eight years and installed hydroponic systems in

some patients’ homes to help them grow their
own medicine. He has also run a successful
hemp health and beauty product business.
Since founding Peace Naturals they have
retrofitted their 150-year-old barn into one of
the most progressive grow-ops in the country.
The 70 video cameras that watch the property
have infrared and night-vision capabilities. The
fence itself detects vibrations or noises, and
the 7,000-pound safe that holds the finished
medicine is housed in its own security zone
below ground. There are multiple grow rooms,
a drying room and a laboratory. And there are
greenhouses being built right now.
“Our total plans are for 60,000 square feet of
greenhouse by the end of summer,” says Gobuty.
“We believe we’ll have up to 10,000 feet of
greenhouse before the first of March.”
•••
Under Health Canada’s Marihuana Medical
Access Program (MMAP), there are 30,000
people in Canada who can legally possess
cannabis. Some of those licensees are also
permitted to produce it, meaning they can have
small grow-ops in their homes.
MMAP began in 2001 and has grown
exponentially. But access to cannabis has
remained difficult. Some patients, too disabled
to grow their own, have had to resort to buying
cannabis off the streets. Or they have relied
on authorized designated growers like Kenneth
Langford, who has been growing and giving
medical cannabis away for free for 12 years.
But all that is changing on March 31, 2014.
The new Marihuana for Medical Purposes
Regulations (MMPR) aims to provide quality-controlled cannabis for medical purposes,
produced under secure and sanitary conditions.
What this means is that Health Canada–approved
facilities will be the only legal source of medical
cannabis as of April 1, 2014. And Peace Naturals
is the first organization to obtain one of those
new licenses.
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Health Canada-approved
facilities will be the only
legal source of medical
cannabis as of April 1,
2014. And Peace Naturals
is the first organization
to obtain one of those
new licenses.

“Everybody knew a change was coming, but
nobody knew what it was,” says Gobuty. “So we
thought, what if we apply best-in-class food standards? If we start there, we’re not that far off.”
And starting there is exactly what they did. And
it worked.
“We had all the fire marshals in Ontario come
two weeks ago, so that was 27 people. Then
all the inspectors came the following day, so
another 50 people. They just looked around
here making notes. Then they let us know this
building and our safety protocols are now the
standard in this industry. So anyone that wants
to do this in Ontario, is going to have to meet or
surpass what we’ve done.”
“Doctors up until now really haven’t known
what they’re prescribing. Giving a prescription
for marijuana, well, what is marijuana?” asks
Gobuty. “It’s any variety of this plant. They
didn’t even know where you’d be getting it
at that point. Under the new system, we test
everything. A doctor can go to our web site and
say, ‘I think this one is the one you should be
trying.’ And if a doctor has no knowledge, at
least s/he knows that we have the knowledge.
So I think they’ll be a little more comfortable
prescribing it, and the dosage. Up until now it’s
been kind of a crapshoot.”
•••
The benefits of medical cannabis are yet to
be clearly defined. It is believed it can relieve
a number of symptoms from a multitude of illnesses. Generally it is thought to provide muscle
relaxation, increase appetite, reduce anxiety,
combat depression, and aid with insomnia.
“Medical cannabis provides a really broad
spectrum of pain relief,” says Gobuty. “We
know that cannabis is highly anti-inflammatory,
so we’re using it for things like Crohn’s, diabetes
– it’s a really broad spectrum. Ultimately pain
management is the best application we’ve
found, and the most common use for it.”

One of the grow rooms at Peace Naturals.
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Studies are ongoing but research is also suggesting medical cannabis could be effective for
patients suffering from Alzheimer’s, epilepsy,
multiple sclerosis, glaucoma, arthritis, Hepatitis C,
cancer, HIV/AIDS or undergoing chemotherapy.

Cannabis’ active ingredients include more than
470 constituents called cannabinoids. THC
is the best known of these and is known for
its psychoactive properties. But the plant also
contains cannabidiol, or CBD, a substance that
some researchers say has anti-inflammatory
benefits. Unlike THC, it doesn’t bind to the
brain’s receptors, therefore providing medicinal
benefit without psychoactive side effects.
Peace Naturals is growing and developing
strains of the plant that are high in CBD. But
different patients require different medicine.
Some patients require THC, so Peace Naturals
is growing that too. They are currently offering
15 different strains, all with differing properties
and levels of THC and CBD. Plus they have
another 83 strains being developed. And the
call centre at Peace Naturals ensures the line
of communication is always open between
patients and the people actually growing the
medicine. Many of the strains at Peace Naturals
are named after patients that benefit from that
plant’s particular properties.
•••
“For Mark [Gobuty] to invest his dollars and do
this at a loss, and be able to bring people like
me on, to be able to pay a PhD salary with the
anticipation that we will one day hit a revenue
stream; that’s Mark’s vision,” says Darryl Hudson,
Chief of Research.
And on November 15th, 2013, that vision finally
became reality. After nearly three years of
research, development and licensing, Peace
Naturals finally began shipping medicine to its
patients. But it begs the question: how does
someone who has been legally growing their
own medicine for the past 12 years deal with
suddenly having to pay for it?
“Our goal is to keep the price low and service
as many people as we can,” says Gobuty. “Six
dollars a gram is really great value and really
fair. If you have a disability card, we subsidize
your medicine by 50 per cent. So you’d be
looking at three dollars a gram. And if you still
can’t afford it we have other resources to help
you pay.”
This compassion towards patients that need
medicine is a company-wide philosophy. And
the main incentive for the company isn’t profit;
it’s helping people.

Darryl Hudson (left) and Kenneth Langford scrutinize their latest crop of medicinal cannabis.

The on-boarding process for new patients is
thorough and intensive. And once a patient
becomes a Peace Naturals client, medicine is
shipped via registered mail with a signature
required at both ends. The maximum they can
ship is 30 times the daily prescription, up to
150 grams.
•••

“This isn’t about supplementing my income,”
says Gobuty. “Originally it was about helping
my parents. Now it has morphed into something
different. Put it this way: if you start off needing
three grams a day, we’re succeeding as a
company if we can get you down to two grams
a day.”

Whether you’re for or against medical cannabis
it’s hard to fault the people at Peace Naturals.
They’ve gone above and beyond what the law
requires. They’ve convinced local OPP and
fire marshals that what they are doing is safe.
And they’ve invested hundreds of thousands of
dollars.

So how do they ensure this medicine isn’t
going to recreational users?

“Everybody has made significant contributions,
we’re well-capitalized,” says Gobuty. “Certainly
two years ago, it was a great leap of faith
and as we progress closer and closer to the
finish line it’s become a smaller leap of faith.
But even being in the business now, we can
operate as a medicinal cannabis company, stay

“We have a series of checks and balances,”
he says. “We must validate every prescription.
Then we further validate the doctor.”

within the regulations, satisfy clients, make a
contribution to our business so that everyone
gets paid. Those are a lot of elements and a lot
of risk factors. But I’m strongly confident that
this business will be a strong net contributor to
the community.”
Currently employing 29 people in the region
with 70 more set to come on board next summer,
they are bringing an entirely new industry to
the region and to the country. But changing
people’s perception of cannabis may be their
biggest challenge.
“The first inspector that came here, asked me,
‘Am I gonna get high?’” recalls Gobuty. “And
I said, ‘What? Really?’ We have to get used to
that. We live in a bubble, I guess. We’re very
proud of what we do. We’re speaking to clients,
we know we’re effecting positive change. There
are some spectacular things happening here.
We get here in the morning, and talk about
what good we can do today. How can we help
more people? It’s a great place to be.”
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TRULY WATERPROOF DOWN INSULATION.

THE FLOODLIGHT JACKET ™
At Outdoor Research ®, we’re committed to making our
products better, not just new or different. That’s why we
wrapped high-loft 800+ fill goose down in our Floodlight
Jacket™ with waterproof, breathable Per tex ® Shield+
fabric and constructed the baffles with bonded— not
stitched — seams. This design ensures water never
touches the down, meaning in even the coldest, wettest
alpine conditions, you’ll always stay warm and dry. Innovation
That Works is one of five Outdoor Research Core Beliefs.
To learn about the others, visit www.outdoorresearch.com.

OUTDOOR RESEARCH. DESIGNED BY ADVENTURE.

PURE MOUNTAIN

It’s a mountain like no other. Where the powder runs deep
and spectacular slopes plunge toward the St. Lawrence
River at your feet. A mountain rich in new experiences, like
an exhilarating 7.5 km luge track. A mountain where an
enchanting rail shuttle whisks you away to the cozy luxury
of Hôtel La Ferme. A place where you’ve never felt so alive
and in touch.
Live it— Le Massif de Charlevoix

RESERVATIONS
1 877 536-2774
LEMASSIF.COM

history

The Scoot

These homemade hybrid crafts once ventured far and wide over Georgian Bay
By Scott Parent
Winters around southern Georgian Bay were
much different 60 years ago. Once upon a
time, ice would have settled in and bonded
the 30,000 Islands until spring. People known
as “full timers” – they lived on islands all year
round – had the knack for reading the ice and
getting around on it. They had to. Prior to the
days of the snowmobile, the “scoot” was unquestionably the most versatile mode of winter
travel. With a punt-shaped (flat-bottomed) boat
hull on steel runners and a motorized, air-drive
propeller, the scoot was designed to overcome
the limitations of transportation on Georgian
Bay and Lake Simcoe. The craft worked best on
ice or in mixed conditions when you couldn’t
trust the ice, or when floating ice made regular
boat travel too hazardous.   
The precursor to the scoot was an air sled designed by French River resident Reg McIntosh
(1903–1985). He used a toboggan-shaped sled
with a motorcycle engine to drive a homemade
aircraft–style prop. He celebrated when his
dream toy scooted across the ice, but nearly
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died when he unintentionally hit open water and
sank his weighty sled. But the potential was released; now it had to be modified to perfection.
Scoots were hand-built by men with no professional background. The one who built it
was most often the one who piloted it. No two
scoots were built the same. Scoot builders
would often use their own back-shop supply of
lumber, old angle iron, castaway bed frames,
and assorted piping for engine mounts. If
things went wrong, there was no local service
station to provide new parts. These guys were
industrious, self-reliant inventors.

the conditions could also spell misfortune and
strand drivers in remote locations.
Celebrations of the scoot spread to the winter
carnival races held in Penetanguishene from the
late 1940s to ‘60s. For a time, scooters publicly
demonstrated their crafts and pilotage. But it
became increasingly difficult for sponsors to
obtain liability insurance for the event. The last
official scoot race, known as Scooterama, was
held in Parry Sound in 1987. The most famous
of all vintage scoot shots (above) is of Andy
Trudeau (1924–2013) taking to the air in one of
his own handmade scoots upon completing a
race in Penetanguishene harbour in 1949.

No two scoots were built the same. Scoot builders would often use
their own back-shop supply of lumber, old angle iron, castaway
bed frames, and assorted piping for engine mounts.
Prior to the days of cages, there were accidents
related to the invisibility of the propellers when
moving at high speed – sometimes with tragic
results. The freedom to travel regardless of

The scoot exhibits the self-sufficient nature of
the scooters who elected to keep their island
lives full-time. They celebrated their environment,
and got around in style.

There’s only one ORIGINAL
Ever since the days of the old Ski Barn,
there has been one place where
Blue Mountain locals come together — Jozo's.
When you’re done on the slopes, head into Jozo's
for daily specials, live bands, big screens
and the best prices on Resort!

Voted 'Best Après-ski' award
Ski Canada, Best of Skiing - Winter 2011

jozos.ca

705-443-5508

8 Bruce St. South, Thornbury, ON 519.599.5013 www.evolutionformen.ca

DesigneD
For FreeDom
Go faster. Everything we create is designed to enable
greater freedom of movement. The result is carefully
crafted, head-to-toe gear for reaching escape velocity.
salomon.com/fasterpiste

X-Race available at:

Hwy 26 West of Collingwood at Peaks Road
519 599 3244
Slalomgate.ca

SAC.FW13.Slalom.GATE.ad.indd 1

11/29/13 7:53 AM
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travel

A Little
Bit Jungle,
A Little
Bit Rock n’
Roll
Visiting Panama Today
By Melanie Chambers
“This isn’t the real Panama,” says Nash Vegas.
Nash – his local moniker – isn’t the best judge of reality. His real
name is Dave and he’s been living here in the Hard Rock Hotel Panama
Megapolis for about 67 days, gambling online – an illegal activity in
his hometown U.S.A. On stage behind us, dancers wearing leather
bikinis shake it; and apparently Justin Bieber just sauntered in,
turned around, and left.
No, Nash: none of this is quite real. But it’s an apt metaphor for a
city stuck between two worlds.
The Panama City skyline looks a bit like a Central American Vegas:
the sail-shaped 70-storey Trump Ocean Club soars 284 metres tall;
nearby, the Hard Rock Hotel at 66 storeys is wedged behind a giant
Panasonic jumbotron. Out in the Gulf of Panama tankers the size of
small islands line up to pass through the famous canal joining the
Atlantic to the Pacific – making the country a goldmine.
Driving out of the city, en route to ziplining, our guide yells out random
Panamanian facts: “We have over 20 of the tallest buildings…. Over
here is Flamenco Island – a former prison. It’s now a shopping
area…” She’s quiet for a few moments, and then blurts out, like she
forgot to announce her upcoming marriage: “McDonald’s in Panama
now delivers.”
We’re at the base of Anton Valley – a deep crater formed by an
extinct volcano overgrown with giant ferns and snake-like tree roots.
I picture a bad 1970s horror movie where the forest comes alive and
eats everyone. At the precipice of the third zipline, someone asks:
“We’re going down that?” pointing to the rope that vertically juts into
the canyon. My turn. I drop into the canyon as thunder and lightning
shake the forest. Suddenly, the guide slams on the brakes and I’m
hanging there, in the middle of the canyon. I let go of the line, lean
back and close my eyes: a waterfall to the right, an aggressive river
below and soft mist on my face.
PHOTOS COURTESY VISITPANAMA.COM EXCEPT BOTTOM MIDDLE: JIM RAYCROFT &
BOTTOM RIGHT: MELANIE CHAMBERS.
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ski-in
ski-out

book Your staY
and buY for life

penthouse and luxury condos
1 to 2 bedrooms, renovated

and fully furnished

Just stePs aWaY from tHe gondola
at mont sainte-anne and onlY 20 minutes
from le massif de cHarleVoix

Outdoor Jacuzzi, Indoor Pool, Sauna,
Children’s Playroom, Movie Theater, Fitness Room,
Free Wireless High-Speed Internet Access.
re/max fortin delage Bl agence immoBilière
Brigitte renaud, real estate agent

418 653-5353

MORE FUN FOR LESS
STAY 2 NIGHTS AND SAVE 25%!
Valid Now – March 31, 2014 • Promotion Code: MLMFUN
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nordik studios: modern and luxurious
1 king or 2 queen beds with kitchenette
chateau studios: partially renovated
2 queen beds with kitchenette
champetre studios: 1 king or 2 queen beds
with kitchenette

dine at our famous restaurant

chateaumsa.com
1 855 328-2036

Offer valid only at Niagara Falls, ON location, and only on dates listed above. Valid per night for multiple night
stays, must be mentioned at time of reservation and based on 2013/2014 standard rates. Limited number of rooms
available for each date. May not be valid during holiday and blackout periods or combined with any other discount or
promotional offers. Multiple night minimum stay may applies. Must stay by date listed above for offer to apply. Offer
based on 4 guests per room and may be terminated at any time without notice. Must have one individual 21 years
of age or older staying in each room. Offer is not transferable and is not redeemable for cash.

greatwolf.com/niagarafalls • 800.605.9653 (WOLF)

That night, after sushi, we go out in search of the real Panamanian nightlife. En route, three of us get stuck in a zombie parade
celebrating the new season of The Walking Dead; a gashed-faced
zombie drapes himself over a car – the driver looks pissed. Finally,
we untangle from the crowd and reunite with our group. Inside the
nightclub (the beat: Nnnnn-ssssss, nnnnn-sssss) we sip pink
champagne and don feathered masks, draping ourselves in Mardi
Gras–style beads. “I’m only staying for one drink,” I announce.
But when the beat turns salsa, I’m overcome by Latin bravado:
“Where you from?” “Canada. Where you from?” Guatemala? Cool.
Let’s dance. How many countries can I find? Guatemala, Colombia,
and Mr. Hunky Venezuela. They all move differently. Research can
be so exhausting.

The next day, as Axl Rose would say,
“We’re in the jungle, baby.”
Back in my room, it’s 4 a.m.; the ringing in my head persists when
my room service arrives: sonchoto soup. I greedily slurp cilantro,
celery and chicken broth – my first Panamanian meal. When the
bowl is empty, I pass out.
The next day, as Axl Rose would say, “We’re in the jungle, baby.”
Only 25 kilometres outside the city, Soberania National Park spreads
55,000 acres of rainforest along the banks of the Panama Canal.
We’re the only visitors. Overly pleased, the ranger pulls us outside
and points to the top of a tree. A sloth. “Must have taken him forever
to get up there,” says one of the girls.
The path, Camino de la Plantacion, eventually meets up with a trail
that was a former gold and silver trade route from Peru. For three
hours, we’re on high alert for other treasures: Look! A lime-green
bug the size of my thumb – we all crouch around like school kids
in amazement. One of the guys steps into the base of a tree whose
roots encompass his entire body. Someone in the group notices a
highway of ants. On one side, the ants haul bits of leaves, ten times
the size of their bodies, on their backs, chain gang–style. On the
other side, the ants are returning for pick up. Following the line, we
come to a tree – the source is over 200 metres away.
On our last night, we cross the harbour into another world: the old
town, Casco Viejo, dating to 1519, is over-the-top charming, with
wrought iron balconies and stucco washed facades and tall lamps
emitting a yellow glow onto the deserted cobblestone roads. In the
quiet square tables begin to fill with people and laughter. I regret not
spending more time here. Walking to the waterfront, we get a view of
the new world’s bright lights reflecting on the water – purple glows
from the Hard Rock Hotel, pinks, greens. It looks like a mirage: not
quite real.

hrhpanamamegapolis.com

PHOTOS COURTESY VISITPANAMA.COM EXCEPT SECOND FROM TOP: MELANIE CHAMBERS
PHOTO.
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Quality Craftsman inspired homes
with nature as your playground.

Home should feel this good!

Craftsman style homes
$260’s
from the

Featuring:
n

Selection of 83 Crescent homes

n

Fully detached homes

n

Choice of 3 exterior finishes

n

Oak staircases

n

9’ ceilings on main floor

n

Close to amenities

For more information, call 1-866-775-0333 or visit grandviewHomesCollingwood.com
Come see us at the corner of Poplar Sideroad and Clark just east of High St. in Collingwood.

LOCATION
AND
LIFESTYLE
®

→ Are you looking for a Realtor who is
working for you 7 days/ week
and returns phone calls, texts, BBM’s
and emails NOW not tomorrow?

®

→ A Realtor who is outgoing, friendly
honest and looking to make
the right deal for your benefit?
Please call for your unique
marketing plan
Glen Harris photo.

PRIVATE WATERFRONT TINY
TOWNSHIP

SOLD 98% OF LISTING

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE DETAILS

A wonderful 2 bedroom Garden Suite

I am sure you have heard it before “It’s all

96 NAPIER WEST IN THORNBURY FOR SALE!

A wonderful undisturbed piece of Georgian

condo unit in the Blue Mountains (River

in the details” This 3650 sq.’ home is all

Country Living in town. Charming red

Bay with 357 feet of water front on one of

Walk 10 Bay street east Thornbury Ont).

about the wonderful detailed construction.

brick farm house with board and batton

the most spectacular pieces of water. The

This charming condominium home called

Custom designed, kitchen with concrete

addition. Lots of character – pocket doors,

lot is located off Monica road and will have

‘The Mulberry’ was built in 2003 on the

counter tops, wonderful fireplace and open

high ceilings, original wood, family-owned,

direct access off this road in Tiny Beaches

edge of the Beaver River. The home is fully

entertainment area, Main floor master, 4pc

wide deep oversized lot, ideal Thornbury

just north of Wasaga and a hour a half drive

updated and has 3 entrances. One from the

bath with whirlpool tub and 5 jet shower,

location – walking distance to shops, res-

north on the GTA. A fantastic opportu-

main door off the driveway, from your own

Walk-in closet with custom built-in with

taurants, georgian bay. 3 brms plus 1 (of-

nity to create your own family compound

common use garage and finally from your

pass through to main floor laundry. The

fice/twin). 2 bath. Two living rooms. Dining

development charges as of November 2013

garden suite door. The home is situated

second floor has 2 generous bedrooms

room. Foamed basement. Many Upgrades.

$13000.00 less expensive than most areas

on the north east side of the building with

with a Jack and Jill bathroom and jetted tub.

Large garage with cedar siding. Privacy

in the region. Don’t miss this one!

‘Peek a Boo’ views of Georgian Bay for

The lower level has a custom 1950’s retro

with mature cedars and evergreens along

ultimate privacy.

diner and generous custom home theatre.

the edges of the property. Many mature trees

Propane in floor heat through all levels. 5

(including maples birch and chestnut),

minutes to the Beaver valley ski club and a

perennial beds, raspberries, pear tree,

half hour to Collingwood and Owen Sound

rhubarb. $399 000

Don’t wait book you appointment today!

Brendan Thomson
Sales Representative
Chestnut Park Real Estate Limited, Brokerage
Direct line mobile: 705-606-1270
Office: 705-445-5454
www.brendanthomson.com
www.realestatethornbury.com

393 First Street Collingwood
brendanthomson@chestnutpark.com
www.realestatethornbury.com
follow me: @btrealestate

mountainhome

This weekend retreat is a hybrid of new and old ideas
By Tamara Dawkins
This style of home is known as “urban barn” – a slightly misleading
label. The floor-to-ceiling spans may be barn-like, the interior sliding
doors may be made of reclaimed barnboard, and the roof may be steel –
but the home is much too comfortable and impeccably styled to be called
a “barn.”
“This was a collaborative design,” says architect Gord Stone of Stone
Custom Homes, who designed and built the home. “The owners wanted
a reverse floor plan, with bedrooms on the main floor.” Stone says the
initial design he drew up was fairly simple but required a rejig once the

“The old Swiss designs were stucco with wood trim
and beam details. We’re harking back to that, but
we also wanted to keep the clean modern lines.”
owners bought the lot. The design was modern but the mixed streetscape
called for some adaptive modulations. “On Craigleith Road there are
some Swiss designs, a couple of chalets, a log home,” says Stone. “So
we ended up choosing materials that tied in with the street: the stained siding
at the top, stucco on the bottom – the old Swiss designs were stucco with
wood trim and beam details. So we’re harking back to that, but we also
wanted to keep the clean modern lines.”
The capacious “barn” aspect of the interior presented Stone with a
challenge. “We had soaring ceilings of 21 feet,” he says, “but wanted to
try to keep a sense of personal space.” This is achieved through a high
focal-point fireplace at the edge of the room, a balcony facing the mountain

and L-shaped pool below, and the rustic but clean barnboard detail. “We built
sliding barn doors so you can open them up and have free-flowing space,”
Stone explains, “or close them for privacy. We also wanted to do one accent
wall of barnboard to keep that theme going in the entryway. It provides
contrast with the drywall, and lends itself to the modern look as well.”
The generous amount of glass – painstakingly put in place by high-reach
forklifts – takes full advantage of the views of Blue Mountain and the
Craigleith Ski Club (the owners are members at the latter).
A pair of old wooden skis stands against the ground-floor den wall, beside
a reimagined pot-bellied gas stove. This pairing of old and new sums
up the ambitious concept of this home that is part chalet, part all-season
weekend retreat, and all modern masterpiece.

glen harris photos.
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INFORMATION SESSION
FEB. 1ST, 2014 3 TO 5 PM
Cranberry Mews, Collingwood

Introducing...
BONE Structure
NO Nails.

NO Waste.

NO Mold.

NO Load-bearing walls.

BONE Structure, the renowned light steel construction system, borrows a
combination of technological innovations from the aerospace and automobile
industries to create a construction method unequalled in high-precision
assembly and speed.
Beautifully designed to invite nature inside, these energy-efﬁcient homes are
drawn around the great principles of modern architecture: large open living
spaces without load-bearing walls, ceiling of desired height and huge windows.

REGISTER TODAY for this event & to ﬁnd out more about
the BONE Structure system & how we can build on the
vacant lots in our area.
www.stonecustomhomes.net

Call: 1 (888) 325-2511

Whether your project is a custom home
or cottage, or a renovation of an existing
property, the Valleyview team will deliver
exceptional craftsmanship and superior
results every time.

Valley View Construction is a proud member of the South Georgian Bay Builders and Trades Association

Contact us with any enquiries at 705 444 4869
progers@valleyviewconstruction.com

we

create

spaces and
experiences that
are beautiful, responsive
and all about
.

you

we are

blackLAB architects inc
get excited about design at
blacklabarchitects.com
e: info@blacklabarchitects.com
p: 647-987-2524
t: @blackLABinc

weekendtrip

Massif Attack
Quebec’s Le Massif feels like another country

By Ned Morgan
Roughly 350 million years ago, a massive meteor impact convulsed the landscape and sculpted the Charlevoix
mountain range of eastern Quebec. This meteor has proved a boon to skiers and boarders, and to anyone who
stands at the top of Le Massif de Charlevoix resort and breathes in the view of the St. Lawrence River as it
begins to widen into The Seaway.
Seventy-three kilometres east of Quebec City, the Charlevoix region feels like another country, especially to an
Ontarian. Here, the rivers are wider, the mountains higher, the food better, the architecture and couture more
refined. And English, of course, isn’t often spoken. We’re east of Quebec City, and I’m at a slight disadvantage
due to my terrible French. I get by, apart from the odd comical episode, for example: when I enter the pro shop to
pick up my pre-arranged rentals and ask for my contact, “Jerome.” My pronunciation of “Jerome” is apparently so
off-base that the perplexed ski-tech claims that no one of that name works there. When Jerome finally appears
and announces himself, the pro shop dissolves into laughter. “Ah! Vous disiez Jerome!”
We stay at the resort’s newly opened hotel, not mountainside but in the nearby town of Baie-Saint-Paul, a port
on the banks of the St. Lawrence. Hôtel La Ferme (“The Farm”), is a complex of five buildings on the edge of
town, each one boasting different styles of haute-designed rooms (catering to all combinations and preferences
of guests and including an option for economy-minded groups: chic dorms with four trundle beds). Some of
the pavilions are modern re-imaginings of structures inspired by the farm that formerly occupied the site;
the surrounding fields are still farmed, and supply the hotel restaurant. The main building boasts various train
station motifs, and is in fact a gare: a resort-owned train runs between Quebec City and the hotel.
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PHOTO COURTESY LE MASSIF DE CHARLEVOIX.
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WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA

collective since 2006

Blue Yoga Winter 2014 Schedule
TUESDAYS
9:15 - 10:30 am Hatha Yoga with Leah and Lise
St George’s Anglican Church, Clarksburg
5:30 - 6:45 pm Hatha Yoga with Signy and Laura
St George’s Anglican Church, Clarksburg

WEDNESDAYS
6:30 - 7:45 pm Intermediate Hatha Yoga with Lise
Ravenna Hall, Ravenna

THURSDAYS
6:30 - 7:45 pm Intermediate Hatha Yoga with Lise
Ravenna Hall, Ravenna

FRIDAYS
9:15 - 10:30 am Hatha Yoga with Keri
St George’s Anglican Church, Clarksburg

drop-ins welcome
INSTRUCTORS Laura Euesden Keri Saley
Lise Garrette Signy Teague Leah Hagreen

WWW.BLUEYOGA.CA
KERI@BLUEYOGA.CA

705 443 1975

www.thetackshoppe.com
705-445-4041
4174 County Rd 124, Nottawa, Ontario
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The resort has no ski-in, ski-out accommodations but this means fewer
distractions from skiing and boarding. The shuttle from the hotel delivers
you to the main lodge at the summit. The lodges and pubs (located
at summit, mid-mountain and base) are comfortable and rustic, with
wood-burning fireplaces and creative fare – think lunch in a bread bowl,
and local sausage, cheese, and beer.
Le Massif offers Canada’s highest vertical drop east of the Rockies. Due
to its riverfront location, snowfall is reliable. The 52 trails generally stick
to the fall lines of the three intertwined mountains, and glades abound.
Some glades are steep and tight and more skiable after fresh snow, while
others are roomier. The off-piste glade area of 99 acres on the north side
is the powhound destination after a snowfall.

From summit to base, within view of the
glades and groomers, the heavily forested
Charlevoix wilderness never seems far away.
The south side’s long, wide and steep groomer named Le Charlevoix –
designed for an Olympic course – is built for pure speed. Other trails
twist and swoop through the thick forest.
Surrounded by the Charlevoix wilderness, Le Massif feels close to nature.
A sledding course (known as “rodelling”) takes you along a 7.5 km track
down the seesaw ridge of outlying Mont à Liguori and you feel as if
you’re on a trapper’s luge course in the Quebec hinterland. But when you
come to the bottom, a lodge and gondola await. Que c’est bon!

lemassif.com
PHOTO COURTESY LE MASSIF DE CHARLEVOIX.

PERFECTION CLEANING SERVICES
Green options available
at the owners request.
Contact Liberty by phone for a
free estimate 519 270 4082
or email: libweso@hotmail.com
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For all your
women’s
fashion,
accessories
Sashimi
& jewellery
(just the raw fish)
needs

rice)

Serving Sushi & Japanese Cuisine
Nigiri
(raw fish oN a ball of rice)

Sashimi
(just the raw fish)

188 First St.
Collingwood
705-293-1037
28 Bruce St S., Thornbury
519-599-3040

www.thehungrysumo.com • info@thehungrysumo.com
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“Three generations,
plowing snow since 1977”

36 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS

519.377.4754
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Now offering, fresh gluten, dairy
and egg-free bread & buns
Breakfast - Lunch
Homemade Breads & Pastries Daily
Decadent Cakes & Desserts
Gluten-free bread, buns and desserts
Special Occasion Cakes
Meals-to-Go
Catering- 2 to 250
Espresso - Cappuccino - Latte - Americano

12 BRUCE STREET IN THORNBURY (519) 599-3311

WWW.THORNBURYBAKERYCAFE.COM
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food

Raw power

Dave barnes illustration.

Plant-based endurance and strength
By Ned Morgan
“Are you getting enough protein?” Vegetarians and vegans hear this
question a lot. The perception that humans need animal protein to stay
alive is the product of millennia of meat-eating culture, dating back to the
time of our mastodon-hunting ancestors.
Today, with no more Pleistocene megafauna to hunt, we do triathlons
instead. For endurance and strength, former pro Ironman triathlete and
two-time Canadian Ultra Marathon Champion Brendan Brazier proposes a
plant-based diet program. And its adoption by serious athletes dispels the
notion that only meat can deliver protein and build muscle. The 38-yearold Canadian has become something of a poster-man for the clean/raw
food movement in the athletic community and beyond.
Mountain Life – When you were first developing your plant-based program,
what were the initial reactions from fellow athletes and coaches? Were they
focused on animal protein–based diets?
Brendan Brazier – It was 1990 when I started eating that way and people
didn’t know much about it and thought they needed animal protein
whether they had any supporting evidence or not. Iron in meat and
calcium in dairy – they thought that’s what you need to eat as an athlete.
But when I cut down on that, I found that my recovery was much faster,
so I could train more in less time, which was very appealing – trying to
train for an Ironman Triathlon event, you can pack in more training which
of course makes you a better athlete in less time. So that was the initial
appeal to me.
And I found I could digest food more easily which meant I had more
energy because I wasn’t spending so much in digestion.

ML – Do you still find an animal-protein philosophy out there in the athletic
community?
BB – I work with a lot of athletes now – NFL, Major League Baseball,
UFC, Olympic athletes – people you wouldn’t expect would be into a
plant-based diet, but they are, and they’re the ones who seek me out
because they want to boost performance. They don’t really care what
they eat; they just want to perform better. And when they tried [Brazier’s
diet program] Thrive, it worked, and they want to keep doing it. There has
been a huge shift over the last few years.
ML – Do you see this shift as a part of a movement toward more consciousness
about diet?
BB – That is part of it… People are disenchanted with what they see
going on – I think we all know someone who’s had a cardiovascular issue
due to poor diet, Type Two diabetes, arthritis, or osteoporosis. Whether
communicated through books, movies, or news segments, it’s become
clear that the way we’re eating in North America is really not getting us
what we need. And of course the environmental movement has continued
to grow and that is tied into food as well. Some people want to eat more
plant-based because they want to be less environmentally taxing.
ML – What sort of diet would you recommend for a pro skier or boarder to boost
performance?
BB – The big thing is digestibility. Food like for example pasta, white rice
and white bread – the traditional starchy foods – really don’t have a lot of
nutrition and take a lot of energy to digest. Foods like quinoa, amaranth,
buckwheat – the so-called “pseudo-grains” – digest much more easily
and return more nutrition, so that would be what I call high net-gain food.
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the orchid restaurant
DINNER THURSDAY TO SATURDAY UNTIL 8PM
FAST & FRIENDLY FAMILY FEASTING
ALL DAY BREAKFAST
BOTTOMLESS COFFEE
PATIO/FREE WIRELESS
HWY #26 WEST, THORNBURY, ON
519.599.5944

Thai Fusion
Thai with subtle layers of taste
and incredibly delicate flavours.
“One of the best restaurants in Barrie” — Toronto Star
Readers’ Choice Award – Voted Best Thai Restaurant in Barrie

TWO LOCATIONS • CALL FOR TAKEOUT

COLLINGWOOD
115 First Street • 443-8809
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BARRIE
75 Barrieview Drive • 719-7888

“People are disenchanted with what they see
going on – I think we all know someone who’s
had a cardiovascular issue due to poor diet, Type
Two diabetes, arthritis, or osteoporosis….. It’s
become clear that the way we’re eating in North
America is really not getting us what we need.”
And green foods will help reduce inflammation. When you can move more
efficiently, you don’t have to work as hard, so you conserve more energy.

...edible art

Après Ski means La Fondue!

ML – What sort of diet would you recommend for a pro skier or boarder who has
a big race tomorrow?

Drop by The Cheese Gallery
for all your winter cheese needs!

BB – I would suggest not changing things too drastically before a big
race. There’s an adaptation period. The off-season is the time to play
around with your diet. Right now I’m working with the Garmin-Sharp
cycling team at their training camp in Boulder and now’s the time for
them to play around – in the off-season.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
10 am - 6 pm

I’d recommend something light, that digests easily. And I would make
sure the person doing the race has recovered, with good nutrition, from
previous workouts. I try to make the pre-event meal “unimportant” – just
making sure that muscle glycogen has been restocked after the last
workout, and raising blood sugar a bit. If you are depleted nutritionally the
night before the race, it’s too late to get what you need to counter that.

519.599.6699

11 Bruce Street South,
Thornbury, Ontario N0H 2P0

www.thecheesegallery.com

ML – Catching a cold or flu must be a concern for winter athletes. How can they
(and the rest of us) boost immunity?
BB – Training beats up your immune system. People can get sick when
they’re really fit because they’ve been training so much that their immune
system is low. One thing is astragalus, to help keep the immune system
strong right after a workout. And just eating well in general will keep
your immune system stronger – again, more of an ongoing process as
opposed to a reactive thing when people think they may be getting sick.
ML – How do some foods create stress in the body?
BB – Stress is stress – it doesn’t matter where it comes from. The body
perceives it the same whether it’s too much work and not enough rest,
or breathing polluted air, or worrying, or eating foods that take a lot of
energy to digest and contain very little nutrition. White bread for example
– you’d have to eat so much white bread to actually be nourished, and
the amount of digestion that would go on is very high. So eating a lot of
food without a lot of nutrition is a form of stress. Nutrient-dense foods –
foods that have more nutrition and fewer calories – will reduce cortisol,
the stress hormone.

Blessed are the Cheesemakers
MONTY PYTHON

EXTRAORDINARY CHEESE
UNIQUE ART • CUSTOM FRAMING
Drop by for a nibble and a sip and
while you’re here, pick up something tasty to take home.
11 Bruce Street South, Thornbury

519.599.6699

thecheesegallery.ca

ML – Many people believe that meat makes you strong. Could you point out a
plant food that builds muscle and increases strength?
BB – It’s an amino acid combination and many plant foods have that.
Or combinations of plant food. In the Vega formula there’s hemp, pea
and rice: this will build muscle, plus it will reduce inflammation. It’s not
acid-forming.
Refined flour, dairy, meat, synthetic vitamins, synthetic drugs – basically
the standard American diet – is highly acid forming. When you eat
acid-forming foods, calcium, which is highly alkaline, has to get pulled
out of the bones and into the blood to neutralize the acidity, and over time
that leads to weaker bones. That’s why osteoporosis is on the rise in
North America. It’s not really a lack of dietary health, but the consumption
of highly processed, acid-forming food.

thriveforward.com
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Every neighbourhood needs a Trattoria!
Sisi’s has been a landmark in the village of Thornbury in the town of Blue
Mountains for years. With a new patio, a recently decorated dining room
and a great team we strive to create a nonpareil restaurant experience.
Come back and see what’s new this winter!

If we don’t see you on the Hill, we’ll see you here!

27 Bruce St. South, Thornbury l 519-599-7769 l sisitrattoria.com

SOLOCONTIGO

Exquisite wines from our own boutique vineyard in Argentina.
Available exclusively at The Mill and Sisi Trattoria.

PERSONAL I PROFESSIONAL I PROGRESSIVE
REAL ESTATE SERVICES

www.locationsnorth.com

™

™

Charming Farm House

Blue Mtn. South End

Iconic View

Waterfront Building Lot

Beautifully transformed for modern living in
a tranquil country environment on Epping
Side Road.

Traditional 4 bedroom chalet, sauna, hot
tub, huge party room, walk to hills/village
amenities, fully furnished.

Perched over Thornbury, Commanding Bay
and Valley Views, 5 Bedroom, 25 Acres,
4000 sq ft, Pool.

160 ft of frontage. Rare opportunity to build
a spacious custom home. Just 2 mins to
Georgian Peaks.

Call Ian Hawkins** 705-446-5136

Call D. Barry Manchester** 705-446-8468

Call Des von Teichman*** 705-444-7063

Call Martha P. Whitton* 705-443-9022

MLS® 20134182

$499,990 MLS® 20135431

$1,490,000 MLS® 20134875

Prime location, large new condo,
minutes to ski hills,Collingwood and
golfing, pool on site.

At the base of Blue this condo with 2
large private decks has it all, pool
and tennis on site.

$269,500 MLS® 20135415

$125,000 MLS® 20135170

Call Christine Smith** 705 888 0201

Call Christine Smith** 705 888 0201
New 3 Bed Condo

MEAFORD: 519-538-5755
THORNBURY: 519-599-2136
COLLINGWOOD: 705-445-5520
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$579,000 MLS® 20135494

Truly Ski in Ski out

* Sales Representative ** Broker *** Broker of Record
Not intended to solicit properties currently listed for sale

™
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Under the Grid
The story behind a proposal to bury nuclear waste
400 metres from the shoreline of Lake Huron

Location, location, location: Bruce Nuclear Generating Station. WILLY WATERTON PHOTO.
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There was a childhood game we used to
play in my Owen Sound neighbourhood. We
called it Manhunt. It consisted of two teams
– one to hide, the other to “hunt.” From 6
p.m. until midnight we would sprint, dodge,
chase and evade each other through the
bush, up trees, down gullies. Inevitably we
would get thirsty so we hiked through the
darkness in search of a stream, river, snow,
or someone’s backyard garden hose – whatever we could find. We gorged ourselves on
the fresh water that surrounded us. No one
ever got sick. Water kept us in the game,
and ultimately shaped one of the most
positive memories I have. This most precious
natural resource known to civilization is
located here in a near-inconceivable amount:
the Great Lakes contain about 21 percent of
the world’s supply of fresh surface water.

Huron between the towns of Kincardine and
Saugeen Shores – is one of the biggest economic providers for the region, employing
whole towns and multiple generations. One
of the largest nuclear generating facilities on
Earth, it currently provides about 32 percent
of Ontario’s power. The province’s public
power company, Ontario Power Generation
(OPG), has asked the federal government to
approve its proposed plan for a Deep Geological Repository (DGR) some 400 metres from
Lake Huron, within the ancestral territory
of the Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON) and
three hours’ drive northwest of Toronto, the
nation’s largest metropolis. The DGR would
encompass 31 burial caverns stretching
680 metres below the ground – carved out
of the ancient bedrock that makes up the
Niagara Escarpment – then filled with low- to
intermediate-level radioactive nuclear waste
and sealed with clay, sand and cement.

For many, Bruce Power – the licensed
operator of the Bruce Nuclear Generating
Station, located on the Ontario shore of Lake

Gideon Forman is the Executive Director of
the Canadian Association of Physicians for
the Environment (CAPE) and recipient of

By Nelson Phillips

the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee medal for his
environmental protection work. “Every functioning reactor releases radioactive material,
and that’s a big concern,” says Forman. “On
a regular routine basis, they vent [radioactive
material] into the air and into the water that
is used to cool them and [we’re] deeply
concerned about those risks… we have a
responsibility to the future, but we don’t get
a second chance with this project.”
If things go awry, over 40 million residents
in two countries could be affected by
contaminated drinking water. “Some of this
waste is going to remain toxic for hundreds
of thousands of years, so that means it
has to be kept away from human beings
for essentially as long as we’re here on the
planet,” Forman adds. OPG is maintaining
that the DGR should contain the waste for
an approximate 100,000 years; environmentalists point out that there are no precedents
set for the assumption that the bedrock can
support changes in temperature or stress.
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Photo: Paul Zizka / Banff Lake Louise Tourism

That’s when Banff National Park was born, creating Mother Nature’s greatest playground. Almost
8,000 acres of Rocky Mountain terrain. 30 feet of light, dry snow annually. And 3 awe-inspiring
resorts that you can explore on one tri-area ticket. Skiers and snowboarders come from around the
world to play in Banff-Lake Louise, because here in Canada’s Protected Playground, nature rules.
TM

Visit SkiBig3.com/mlm

ABOVE: The chain-gang of electricity. Bruce Power, near Tiverton, ON. BELOW: The windswept coast in question. Lake Huron, looking west to Chantry Island. Southhampton, ON. Nelson Phillips photos.

A concern raised by SON is the potential for
future development of DGR2, a proposed
second dump dedicated to storing irradiated
nuclear fuel, or high-level radioactive material.
After learning of neighbouring municipalities
engaging in discussions with OPG regarding
a high-level DGR in the area, SON addressed
multiple letters of concern in 2011-12 to the
Nuclear Waste Management Organization
(NWMO). According to OPG spokesman Neal
Kelly, “the [DGR2 proposal] has nothing to do
with OPG… I can’t be quoted on that, because
it’s not our project… it’s several decades away
from becoming a reality, they’re working their
way through this process.”
In a letter, Saugeen Ojibway Nation has asked
for reassurance that the OPG President Tom
Mitchell would honour their earlier commitments, “repeatedly and consistently [giving]
assurances that the DGR project would not
pave the way for a used fuel repository within

“When we move outward from Bruce Power, the opposition is
tremendous. This is a national and international issue. We’re
talking about responsible stewardship of the Great Lakes…
DGRs in limestone are unproven anywhere in the world.”
– Beverly Fernandez
SON territory.” Another letter states: “We are
left feeling that our engagement with OPG and
NWMO over the past years has been based on
only half of the story, and that OPG and NWMO
have always planned to keep options open to
build repositories… in our territory.” To date,
OPG has failed to provide the letters with a
direct response.
But according to Neal Kelly, “we’re in a dialogue
with the SON [who have] agreed to develop a
process to work toward SON support for the
DGR... OPG is committed to work towards a
social license with the SON community so we
can move forward.”
Kelly goes on to call the shoreline community

of Kincardine near the proposed DGR a “willing
site community” and adds, “they were the ones
who approached us in 2001 and this project is
supported by the Bruce County mayors.” When
asked about the financial benefits municipalities
are alleged to be receiving from OPG, Kelly
responds: “When companies are proposing
projects, they work with the local elected officials
and the municipalities. This is all part of being
a good corporate citizen.”
Spokesperson for the non-profit Stop The Great
Lakes Nuclear Dump, Inc. and Saugeen Shores
local Beverly Fernandez counters the media’s
opinion that the majority of locals are supportive
of the project: “OPG is paying Kincardine. This
is where they draw most of their employees.
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PACKAGES AND PROMOTIONS
AVAILABLE AT
MONT-SAINTE-ANNE.COM
EXPERIENCE PACKAGE
Truly experience our resorts and discover
a variety of activities !
5 nights stay and 4-day lift ticket

GET THE 5TH NIGHT FREE
STARTING AT $84
/ pers. per day, double occ.

BOOK NOW

industry leading
vertical guarantee
small group heli skiing
cat skiing back up

direct flights from vancouver.
getting here is easy!

it’s deeper up here!
www.neheliski.com | info@neheliski.com | 250.615.3184
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This is a clear conflict of interest situation for
these people… When we move outward from
Bruce [Power], the opposition is tremendous.”
There is a sense of urgency in her voice, and a
genuine passion. “This is a national and international issue. We’re talking about responsible
stewardship of the Great Lakes… DGRs in
limestone are unproven anywhere in the world.
Computer mapping stretched over a period of
100,000 years cannot validate this... Would you
bury the most poisonous material created by
humans next to your well?”
I’m reluctant to admit this is a double-edged
sword. Ontario Power Generation offers a simple rebuttal – the waste is already here. “OPG
has been transporting low and intermediate
waste to the Bruce site for over 40 years, and
50 percent of the waste that will be going into
the proposed DGR is already on-site… and the
municipalities realize that,” says Neal Kelly.
We need to address the situation at hand
and acknowledge the likelihood that there
will always be a nuclear facility in our region,
despite environmental concerns, new alternative
energy sources, economic drivers, cultural
significance and the like; it’s our responsibility
to learn everything we can. And Kelly has a
point: this isn’t an initiative that’s been drawn
up overnight.
Change is what we’re all interested in – whether
that’s changing how, or where, we dispose of
nuclear waste. We all have to live here, and the
unifying bottom line is that everybody involved
wants the stuff to just go away. The cities of
Toronto, Hamilton, London, Mississauga and
Kingston, along with citizens and communities
across Michigan and Ohio have all passed
resolutions opposing the Deep Geological
Repository. Ontario Power Generation has been
investigating possibilities for this project since
2001 with ongoing discussion between Canadian, American and international geologists,
scientists and environmentalists. The critics of
the project have their own crew of experts contesting the official findings. This is a very well
balanced fight. Every element must be laid out
on the table for all to see before a single shovel
touches dirt. There’s time to fix this – and time
to be heard.
You can make up your own mind at
stopthegreatlakesnucleardump.com and
opgdgr.com

TOP: A wall of cedar and pine marks the border of Inverhuron Provincial Park, adjacent to Bruce Power.
MIDDLE: An Ojibway stop sign greets locals and vacationers alike. Sauble Park, Saugeen First Nation territory.
BOTTOM: In a bush patrolled by armed guards, a pipeline draws a line through the limestone. Bruce Power, near Tiverton, ON.
Nelson Phillips photos.
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athleteprofile

Style
Substance
Orillia snowboarder Samm Denena hopes to represent Canada as
slopestyle makes its Olympic debut

Samm Denena throws down a backside rodeo at the Camp of Champions, Whistler, BC. ERIN HOGUE PHOTO.
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By Allison Kennedy Davies
This year, for the first time, slopestyle snowboarding will join the ranks of
Olympic sports featured on the world stage in Sochi, Russia. And when
that historic moment transpires, there’s a very good chance that Orillia,
Ontario native Samm Denena will be there – throwing down, ripping rails
and maybe even nailing a cab underflip while representing the maple leaf.
If you’ve been on the sidelines for any Ontario contests, you’ve probably
seen Denena in action. I first saw Samm ride last year, after my daughter
insisted that “only boys snowboard.” Unable to tolerate this ludicrous
statement I dragged her to the Billabong Flaunt It girls-only event at Blue
Mountain. We weren’t there five minutes before one rider started to stand
out. Aggressively attacking the rails, and doggedly chasing the tricks she
wanted to stick, Denena won that day … and I immediately got the feeling
that this girl was going someplace, fast.
Fast-forward to 2014 – an Olympic year – in which the most promising
young athletes in Canada shift their focus from regular competition to
qualifying for the biggest contest of all. For Denena, a member of the
Canadian National Snowboard team, it’s been a pretty quick chairlift to
the top. Samm discovered snowboarding at the age of 11 on a school
trip. “My parents bought me a snowboard before that trip and the very
first day riding, I fell in love with it. I never really had a hard time picking
up the sport, it just came naturally,” she recalls.
Quickly realizing she had a natural talent for the sport, Denena signed
on to the Mount Saint Louis–based Simple Snowboarding program, then
moved on to the Shreducation program at Blue Mountain. Along the way,
she gravitated to slopestyle over other snowboard disciplines. In 2013,
Samm finished second at the Billabong Flaunt It finals, Sierra At Tahoe,
California; topped The Canadian Shield Ski & Snowboard Tour at Blue
Mountain; picked up a thirteenth at the FIS World Cup in Czecksolavkia;
and a twentieth at the FIS World Championship in Stoneham, Quebec.
And while Denena’s career has been headed in a serious direction for
some time now, at the ripe old age of 19 she’s got the added pressure
of trying to secure an Olympic spot on her shoulders. It’s a lot to handle,
for anyone, never mind for a teenager who just wants to ride.
“Being part of such a big program can be stressful,” admits Denena.
“But we have the best of the best working with us to make sure our goals
can become a reality. At the end of the day, it’s all a mind game. Going
into the Olympics, I have to look at it as just another contest to qualify
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The future’s so bright... Samm Denena. ERIN HOGUE PHOTO.

for; if I don’t, I’m going to completely throw off my performance. No
matter how much strength and conditioning, riding, nutrition and physical
preparation we do, nothing is more powerful and beneficial than training
your mind. So for me it’s about mental preparation coming into these
next 80 days.”
Denena has her own opinion about why slopestyle deserves the Olympic
attention it’s finally getting. “It’s a combination of speed, airtime and
tricks – things most people can’t do,” she explains. “For anyone that
hasn’t watched a slopestyle event before, their mind will be blown.”

“No matter how much strength and conditioning, riding, nutrition and physical preparation we do, nothing is more powerful and
beneficial than training your mind.”
Speaking of things most people can’t do, Denena is working hard on nailing
some new tricks in competition this year. “I love going upside down,” she
laughs. “And I think that’s what has been setting me apart from girls as
of right now. My favourite trick is a back side rodeo, which is a back flip,
back side 180-degree turn, all put together in the air. I hope to get some
cab underflips this year, and maybe, by the end of the season, a double
back side rodeo.”
And as Samm pursues her goals this season, a spot on the Olympic
team will remain on top of the list. But a decision won’t be made until
January 22 – after results from the final FIS World Cup in Stoneham are
in. “We have three Olympic qualifying events – two are remaining,” she
explains. “Our country takes the top four male athletes and top three
woman athletes to the Games based on their best two results in the three
events.”
“It’s always been a dream of mine to be at the Olympics for something,”
adds Denena, who originally thought she’d be chasing Olympic hockey
dreams. “I never thought it would be for boarding,” she admits, “but I
have an opportunity and I’m going to give it everything I have to be able
to represent myself and my country.”
And finally, Samm offers some words of advice for other riders chasing
their dreams: “Never give up. Push yourself but make sure you’re having
fun. You’ll never progress if you don’t enjoy what you’re doing. Good
vibes make a huge difference in performance.”
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LIVE. LOVE. LOCAL!
This Meaford Dragon’s
Den ﬁnalist is sticking
to his promise to deliver
local goods, partner
with local people and
to promote the region
to the globe.

“Local, original
gift and lifestyle
is taken to a
whole new level
at Niagara
Escarpment
Outﬁtters.”

Original brand apparel:
Escarpman, Dolostone,
Niagara Escarpment Outﬁtters,
Beaver Valley Everywear,
Sidelaunch

Wild bird seed:
From Ontario

Local product
and gift baskets

Custom furniture:
typically handcrafted from
historically signiﬁcant,
reclaimed wood

gallery
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on this page
Model: NIKON D4
Shutter Speed: 1/1000 sec
Exposure Program: Manual
Aperture Value: f/5.6
ISO Speed Ratings: 720
Focal Length: 300 mm
Lens: 300.0 mm f/2.8

Jennifer BarrattParker exploring
near Indian Head
Cove, Bruce Peninsula National Park.
WILLY WATERTON
PHOTO.

left page (top)
Model: NIKON D7000
Shutter Speed: 1.3 sec
Exposure Program:
Aperture priority
Aperture Value: f/22
ISO Speed Ratings: 400
Focal Length: 12 mm
Lens: 10.0-20.0 mm

Georgian Bay.
Teague Chrustie
PHOTO.

left page (bottom)
Model: NIKON D90
Shutter Speed: 1/25 sec
Exposure Program:
Aperture priority
Aperture Value: f/8
ISO Speed Ratings: 400
Focal Length: 38 mm

Jokers Hill.
Teague Chrustie
PHOTO.
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on this page
Model: NIKON D3
Shutter Speed: 1/4000 sec
Exposure Program:
Manual
Aperture Value: f/2.8
ISO Speed Ratings: 200
Focal Length: 200 mm
Lens: 200.0 mm f/2.0

Hazen Stimson in
Blue Mountain’s
glades.
Marc Landry photo.

left page (top)
Model: Canon EOS-1D X
Shutter Speed: 0.3 sec
Exposure Program: Manual
Aperture Value: f/2.8
ISO Speed Ratings: 100
Focal Length: 25 mm
Lens: EF24-70mm f/2.8

Hoggs Falls, near
Flesherton, Ontario.
colin field PHOTO.

left page (bottom)
Model: NIKON D700
Shutter Speed: 1/400 sec
Exposure Program: Manual
Aperture Value: f/10
ISO Speed Ratings: 200
Focal Length: 28 mm

Glades King at
Scotch Peak.
glen harris PHOTO.
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on this page

right page

Model: Canon EOS Rebel 450D
Shutter Speed: 1/1250 sec
Exposure Program: Manual
Aperture Value: f/5.6
ISO Speed Ratings: 1600
Focal Length: 300 mm
Lens: Canon Ultrasonic 70-300mm IS

Model: Canon EOS-1D X
Shutter Speed: 1/1000 sec
Exposure Program: Manual
Aperture Value: f/10
ISO Speed Ratings: 1000
Focal Length: 25 mm
Lens: EF24-70mm f/2.8L USM

Coyotes on a morning hike,
MacGregor Point Provincial
Park. adam hunt photo.

Kyle Easby in the backcountry.
colin field PHOTO.
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BUYING, SELLING OR RENTING IN BLUE MOUNTAIN?
CALL 705-445-0440 - VILLAGEREALTY.CA - LOCATED NEXT TO STARBUCKS IN BLUE MOUNTAIN VILLAGE
Based on Blue Mountain Resort Village listings and sales as per MLS as well as exclusive listings and sales with Village Realty inc., Brokerage between January 1st, 2013 and December 31st, 2013

FORMULA

SKI AND STAY

PACKAGE $

STARTING AT

89

• 1 NIGHT
• 1 BREAKFAST
• 1 ½ DAYS OF WEEKDAY SKIING

*

+ tax

* OFFERS VALID MONDAY TO THURSDAY, EXCEPT FOR THE
PERIOD FROM DECEMBER 21, 2013 TO JANUARY 5, 2014
INCLUSIVELY. CERTAIN CONDITIONS APPLY.

THE WINNING

montsutton.com/skiandstay

gearguide

ZEAL HD Camera Goggle ($399)
This goggle will redefine how you see the mountain. Controlled by gloveready buttons on the side of the frame, a 170-degree wide-angle camera
lens captures 1080p and 720p HD quality video and shoots 12MP HD
photos. Camera automatically adjusts for light levels and has infinity focus
and an in-goggle viewfinder. Rechargeable lithium-ion battery packs a
three-hour run time. The lens is anti-fog infused, with impact resistant
frame technology and 100% UV protection. zealoptics.com

winter
Gear Guide

Nordica Dobermann Spitfire Pro EVO ($1,100)
Built with a full wood core sandwiched between two sheets of
titanium, this ski offers exceptional and precise edge hold. Built
from the combination of a slalom tip and a lightweight GS body,
it is really two skis in one. The updated EVO plate improves
balance and ankle flex for better control over today’s wider skis.
The CT system in all EVO Plates allows for easy and safe adjustment of the boot sole length with one central mechanism.
nordicacanada.com

Braven BRV-1 wireless
speaker (149.99)
The BRV-1 is built for rocking
the outdoors. Water resistant,
shock absorbent, and ultra-lightweight, the palm-sized
speaker is ready to take
everywhere. It is Bluetooth-enabled to stream music but you can also use it for any device you use
headphones with. Also serves as a speakerphone (built-in noise-cancelling mic to take and make calls) and a mobile device charger. The
warm, precise sound – three watts of audio output per channel with a
70mm subwoofer – is a revelation. braven.com

Jaybird Bluebuds X ($169.95)
If you’re like us, then you love doing just about
anything with music. But you hate that silly cord
that connects to your music-playing device.
Jaybird’s Bluebuds X is the solution. These
customizable earbuds fit securely in your ears,
then with the touch of a button, link up through
Bluetooth to your smartphone. With an 8-hour
battery, these things have a lifetime warranty
against sweat damage and weigh in at 13
grams. And when your phone rings, you can
answer that too, handsfree. jaybirdsport.com
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Mountain Hardwear Nitrous Jacket ($230)
The Nitrous delivers 800-fill, Q.Shield Down warmth without
bulk. Boasting an outstanding warmth-to-weight ratio, this
low-profile jacket provides critical loft and warmth even in wet
weather. Stow it in its own pocket for unbeatable packability.
MHW’s revolutionary Q.Shield Down fibers are infused with
a permanent water repellency that helps maintain insulating
performance even when exposed to moisture.
mountainhardwear.ca

Five Ten Dome ($150)
The new Dome (Mid) is the burliest mid-cut trail shoe available.
With a breathable, all-leather upper, it’s really a hiking shoe on
a trail-running last. The upper is supple and supportive, and
underneath is a compression-molded EVA midsole to maximize
lightness and cushioning. The high-friction Stealth outsole
absorbs far more shock than traditional rubber. Designed for
fast and light Alpine-style adventure. fiveten.com

Otterbox Defender Case for Samsung Galaxy
Note 3 ($59.99-$69.99)
This multi-layer protective case completely encloses your Samsung Galaxy Note 3 “phablet” to guard against damage from
drops, bumps, scratches and scuffs. Included holster makes for
convenient carrying and works as a stand for hands-free media
viewing. Wherever you venture, you never have to leave your
Galaxy Note 3 behind when you employ the great Defender.
otterbox.com/canada

Canada Goose
Mystique Parka
When actress Rebecca
Romijn was shooting in cold
Canadian conditions, she
challenged Canada Goose
to develop a full-length
down parka that would also
look classy when she went
out at night. They responded with the Mystique Parka.
Named after Romijn’s
character in X-Men, it is
so deeply warm, windproof
and enveloping that it could
be used as a sleeping bag.
The down-filled flap behind
front zipper keeps you even
warmer in biting wind.
canada-goose.com

Osprey Tempest 20 pack ($99.95)
The Tempest 20 is a women’s panel-loading technical
daypack perfect for a variety of outdoor activities.
With gender specific BioStretch hipbelt and adjustable harness, LidLock helmet attachment system,
Stow-On-The-Go trekking pole attachment, stretch
woven front pocket and more, this pack is built for
versatility and all-day action. Includes an exterior
hydration compartment. ospreypacks.com

Olympus OM-D EM-1 (body $1,399.99)
The latest Micro Four Thirds system offering from Olympus allows you to pack
light and bring more lenses on your outings. Features include a 16MP Live MOS
Image Sensor, Dual Autofocus, Phase Detection AF, 1/8000s mechanical shutter
and 10fps sequential shooting. Dust, splash, freezeproof, magnesium alloy
construction, an intuitive dial and control layout with customizable direct control
buttons, all in a portable, lightweight body. getolympus.com/ca/en

Slipnot Bicycle Traction System ($94.99)
If you want to ride your bike all winter, but aren’t ready to drop
$1700 for a fat bike, these bicycle snow chains are for you.
Coming in at just under $100 you can add these chains to your
current ride in about 10 minutes (five as you get better at it).
They require little-to-no alterations to your current setup and
provide plenty of traction once you’re on the snow pack.
slipnottraction.com

EcoVessel Bigfoot Stainless
Steel Bottle ($35.95)
The Bigfoot holds almost a quart and
a half of your favorite drink to quench
an all-day thirst. Featuring TriMax triple
insulation technology, this bottle has
been vacuum insulated and tested to
keep liquid cold for up to 36 hours and
hot for up to 8 hours. Also sports a
removable ice dam/tea strainer.
ecovessel.com
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FEELS JUST LIKE HOME

THE ONLY CHALET COMPLEX IN FRONT OF THE GONDOLA

Ultimate comfort
• Luxury townhomes
• Fireplace • Free wifi
• Fully equipped

MC

1 80 0 463 - 4395 | CHMSA.COM
Check out our website
and facebook page
for a full listing of all
our great shows & events!
www.meafordhall.ca

12 Nelson St. E.

877.538.0463

BLACKIE THE
RODEO KINGS
AND

CHECK OUT THE
LATEST SNOWSHOES
FOR YOUR NEXT
ADVENTURE!

Thurs. January 30th 8pm $42

MATTHEW BARBER
with MO KENNY
Sat. February 1st 8pm $30

SALES
SERVICE
RENTALS
470 First Street Collingwood
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705.446.1234

ASHLEY
MACISAAC
Fri. March 14th 8pm $40

Blurr Nitrogen Jacket, Girls ($160)
The Nitrogen’s light, warm BTU (Blurr Thermal Unit)
synthetic insulation continues to provide warmth when
wet. Nylon face fabric is windproof by construction
and water resistant thanks to a DWR finish. And the
Nitrogen ups the ante with a style sure to stand out in
the sea of puffy jackets. blurrstuff.com

iPhone 5s (unlocked 16GB $649;
32GB $749; 64GB $849)
With a redesigned sensor, the new
iSight camera captures beautiful images
at 8 megapixels. Other features include
faster focus, faster capture, burst mode (10
photos per second), auto image stabilization,
33% increase in light sensitivity, slo-mo video
and live zoom. This is the photographer’s
phone. store.apple.com/ca
Teva Mush Atoll Ankle
Boot ($90)
Sometimes we could all use a
shoe to just put on and forget
about, which is exactly what
the Teva Mush Atoll Ankle
Boot offers. Ultra-lightweight
Mush Flyweight design makes
it feel like a flip-flop, while the
super wearable “slouch” boot
design goes with all kinds of
outfits. The cozy knit upper
lends a rustic northern cabin
vibe. Drawstring closure for
easy entry and a secure fit.
tevaonline.ca

Stormtech Solar 3-in-1 Jacket ($320)
This system jacket combines advanced levels of
waterproof/breathable sealed-seam softshell technology and boasts a detachable ultra-lightweight
cozy puffy jacket inside. H2XTREME is the ultimate in waterproof/ breathable technology developed by Stormtech, offering mountaineering-grade
protection. Wealth of features include articulated/
adjustable/removable hood, welded adjustable
cuffs and hem, mesh goggle pocket, brushed tricot
neck warmer, the list goes on. stormtech.ca

Liquid Image Apex HD Goggles ($299.99)
With the camera lens positioned just above the eyes, the Apex
captures true HD POV footage of everything you see. This
new water-resistant model features an adjustable camera lens
with 30 degrees of tilt to dial in the best camera angle for your
stance. Shoots 12MP HD still images. Wind guard technology
for high quality sound. Comes with rechargeable battery, 4GB
micro SDHC card, two anti-fog, 100% UV protected lenses.
liquidimageco.com

Jones Carbon Flagship snowboard ($849)
This board’s full carbon topsheet lends phenomenal vibration
dampening, making it super-stable at high speeds. The result
is a serious boardercross weapon, or the best ride you’ve ever
had that fast. This board excels at freeriding and technical lines.
Whether inbounds or out, it crushes terrain with confidence. The
topsheet and specially positioned carbon stringers combine to
produce a lively ride that’s stupid-fast edge-to-edge, yet damp as
your footbeds after a day shredding. jonessnowboards.com
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Release
the Hounds

The bike of the champions, the icon of Road Bikes,
a name that means, everywhere in the world of
Cycling, “the maximum”: DOGMA.
A perfect frame which contains everything that a
rider could ever dream of: absolute performance,
stiffness, explosive power, precision, all with the
unique Pinarello design.

Available now at Squire John’s. www.squirejohns.com

www.squirejohns.com

Arc’Teryx Full Bib Pant ($530)
The lightly insulated Gore-Tex Sabre Bib
Pant is intended for long, deep backcountry snow days. Large cargo pockets
on the thighs and a zippered stash
pocket on front bib provide easy-access
storage. Built-in articulation through
the knees and seat provides flex.
Keprotec-reinforced insteps mean many
years of wear. This pant is lightweight,
extra-roomy, waterproof/breathable,
windproof, and extremely durable.
arcteryx.com

Patagonia Down Sweater
($219)
The polyester ripstop shell on this down
jacket does more than look sharp; it’s
tear-resistant, snow-shedding, windproof, featherweight and compressible.
Details include top-quality 800-fill-power goose down, and a stretch-mesh
interior chest pocket that doubles as
a zippered stuffsack with a handy
carabiner clip-in loop. Drawcord hem
seals in warmth, and the Deluge finish
sheds water.
patagonia.com/ca

North Face Pemby Hybrid
Jacket ($230)
The Pemby provides ideal insulation
during all-day hard-charging sessions
in tough weather. Constructed with
100g baffled PrimaLoft insulation
around the core and breathable,
wicking FlashDry fleece arms that
allow freedom of movement. Thumbhole cuffs and an asymmetrical
front-zip dial in the fit when layered
under a shell jacket.
thenorthface.com/en_ca

NikWax Tech Wash ($9.75)
This easy, safe, high-performance wash-in cleaner
actually revives breathability and water repellency.
Breathable/waterproof garments often get sweaty
and wet inside, compromising their effectiveness over
time. Water-based, zero-PFC Tech Wash maintains the
Durable Water Repellency (DWR) on the outer fabric
of your gear. nikwax.com/en-ca

Madshus Annum MGV-Omni ($329.95) & Vidda BC Boot ($179.95)
The latest light-backcountry touring ski from the master Norwegian company offers a
wider, turn-oriented platform. The Omnitrak base uses round, spaced scales in transition
zones for a smoother, more efficient glide and climbing versatility. The multicore
laminated wood construction lends extra strength and liveliness. Madshus’ lightweight
and supportive Vidda BC Boot is ideal for flat or rolling terrain in new snow. Its integrated gaiter hook, waterproof/breathable bootie and Thinsulate combine to keep your
feet warm and dry, while the flexible forefoot provides added comfort and confidence.
madshus.com
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grey heron
YOUR LOCAL YARN SHOP

ADMIRAL’S GATE
$579,000

TURKEL DESIGN
$995,000

Incredible garden unit at Admirals
Gate with over 2700 sq ft of finished
space. Beautifully appointed, the
main floor master suite also has an
adjacent den with ensuite bath. Lower
level has 2+ bedrooms, 2 more full
baths, and large media room. Unique
kitchen with sophisticated details.
This unit comes with 2 parking spaces
AND detached single garage and
storage area.
MLS# 20134517

Gorgeous! Part of the DWELL HOMES
COLLECTION from TURKEL DESIGN
this beautiful home is available to be
built in the Peak’s Bay Neighbourhood with public beach access and
water views from the second story.
Contact Listing Sales Rep for floor
plans and more information regarding guaranteed pricing and delivery!
MLS#20135035D

CasCade, Noro, MaNos, opal
KiNgCole, sirdar, Clover, KNitpiCKs

HOLLY STONE
Sales Representative
Locations North, Brokerage
Direct: 705-888-5775
hollymstone@gmail.com

Blog: http://greyheronbits.blogspot.ca

shopcollingwood.com/greyheron/
65 Simcoe St, Studio 1, Collingwood
Phone: 705-444-0370

Grey Heron: Mountain Life quarter page ad

Enclave Design - Dece

www.thetremontcafe.com
Call for Reservations

705 293 6000
Brunch Lunch Dinner
Closed Tuesdays
$200 Corkage Wednesdays
The Tremont Building 80 Simcoe Street
Downtown Collingwood

www.thetremontcafe.com
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SALOMON X PRO SKI BOOT
(men’s $599, women’s $399)
The X Pro is the perfect boot for the all
mountain skier. Utilizing Twinframe technology,
it provides instant fit, maximum performance,
and all-day comfort. Salomon’s revolutionary 3D
liner eliminates pressure points and provides
maximum foothold. The 360˚ Custom Shell
allows the boot to be molded to the user’s feet
in minutes, ensuring perfect fit.
slalomgate.ca, salomon.com

Horny Toad Heartfelt Blanket Hoodie
($178)
With winter comes weekends in the mountains,
nights by the fire and the urge to feel cocooned
in a long, cozy sweater. This hoodie is a blend of
lambswool and angora boiled down for a dense
but light feel. The handwarmer pockets, draped
hood and wrap style are positively dreamy. Add to
that beautiful stripes in fetching colourways, and
you’ve got yourself a cool-weather, go-anywhere
essential. hornytoad.com

Outdoor Research
Floodlight Jacket ($375)
Waterproof down is the winter
gear breakthrough, and numerous tech apparel companies are
stepping up. For its Floodlight
Jacket, OR housed high-loft 800+
fill European goose down inside
a waterproof/breathable Pertex
Shield fabric and constructed the
baffles with bonded seams. So
the down stays pristine, and you
stay warm and dry. Available in
women’s and men’s models.
outdoorresearch.ca

The Mountain, by Ed Viesturs (HC
list price $29.99)
Ed Viesturs first attempted Everest in 1987,
when he and his partner decided to turn back
just 300 feet short of the top. They were out of
rope, and bad weather loomed. Clearly, Viesturs
is one of the world’s top mountaineers due in
part to his resistance to contagious “summit
fever.” His insights stem not just from his
experience but also from his knowledge of all
who followed in George Mallory’s ill-fated bootprints. In addition to Viesturs’ survey of summit
attempts both successful and not, he shines
brightest when offering even-handed appraisals
of group dynamics. simonandschuster.ca

Ecco BIOM Terrain Akka Mid Plus ($239)
Ecco classes the Akka as rugged “Terrain” footwear with the proprietary BIOM (“bio-mechanics”)
fit technology. This mid-cut is made with thin but
extremely durable yak leather. We tried a pair out
on a wet riverside trail and found them feather-light
yet solidly built, encasing the foot like a flexible
shell. The Kevlar-reinforced upper is reassuring
when hiking through slippery, sharp-rock terrain.
eccocanada.com
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Fat and Happy
A Norco fat bike, trail-tested
Words & Photos by Colin Field
The idea of the fat bike is nothing new. As early as
the 1980s Ray Molino was welding his own rims and
hand-sewing his own tires for floating on desert terrain.
But beside a couple of diehards in places like Alaska and
the American Southwest, the fat bike was very much a
fringe piece of gear. What is new is that these bikes are
now widely available. With tires that range from 3.7” to 4.7”
wide (2-3” wider than a normal mountain bike tire), these
bikes are designed to float on soft terrain. Think sand or
snow.
In 2004 Surly launched the first commercially available
fat bike, the Pugsley (reviewed in Mountain Life Winter
2006) and the market has been growing ever since. There
are now 47 brands manufacturing fat bikes. They range
in price from this $1515 Norco Bigfoot, to the absurdly
expensive $4700 Salsa Beargrease. You can now buy
carbon models, child-sized fatties, 29ers (wheels with 29”
radius wheels), and, here’s a prediction: 27.5” fat bikes in
2014. Thule is building rack adapters to accommodate the
over-sized tires and there are fat bike festivals popping up
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throughout North America. In 2012 the category grew by
over 50 percent from 2011.
I’ll admit, from the first time I spotted one, I was skeptical.
Yes, they look like a badass version of something Mad Max
would ride, post gasoline. But the amount of drag those
tires produce is enough to make my legs ache.
The day we got this Norco Bigfoot, it snowed. Twelve inches
of champagne powder gathered in drifts all along the
roadside and we blasted off berms, and slashed downhill
turns on it. Local legend Cory Davies summed up our first
impression: “It’s a bike, so of course it’s fun. We’re riding
a bike in the snow, how could it not be fun?”
And he’s right. Any time you can ride a bike it’s fun. And
we had a seriously good time on it.
But the next day wasn’t so fun. That 12 inches of powder
became 10 inches of wet, packing snow and fresh tracks at
Three Stage were impossible to get, because I couldn’t get
the thing rolling. After eight snowshoers passed me by, I
was able to ride in their tracks, but it was hard work. If you

Optical, sunglasses & accessOries

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection

Optical, sunglasses & accessOries
Cory Davies searching for freshies.

Check out our Unique Prescription Eyewear Selection
Optical, sunglasses & accessOries
want to crank your cardio up to full, and break a sweat on the coldest of
days, this is a great option.
Essentially, to ride a bike in the snow, you need to pay attention to the
snow, much like you would if you were skiing: the snow quality makes
the difference between a great ride and a hike-a-bike. A day later, when
colder temps froze my Three Stage tracks I could clip along in them at a
steady pace, and actually gain and keep my momentum.

The snow quality makes the difference
between a great ride and a hike-a-bike.
If creating and maintaining your own set of tracks isn’t your idea of
a good time, then check out Oro-Medonte’s Hardwood Ski and Bike.
They’ve got a rental fleet of fat bikes and are allowing them on the 40plus kilometres of groomed trail they have on the property.

Alpina Goggles
European engineered, available

Check out our Unique Prescription
Eyewear
with Quattroflex
lens toSelection
brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.

selected frames & sunglasses
up to 50% off
See our collection
of Toy Watch, Boss,
Oakley & Tommy
Hilfiger watches

Alpina Goggles

The major problem I see with fat biking is that, like all new sports, once
you have one fat bike, you’ll need another one. Who wants to go fat
biking alone?
Fat bikes are definitely a secondary bike, and as we get deeper into
winter, and I’m always able to ride a bike, perhaps I’ll begin to appreciate
it more and more. I can ride to the mailbox or the bar all year round now.
Which is pretty appealing.
We’ll be testing this bike throughout the winter, so stay tuned for all our
fat bike shenanigans at gb.mountainlifemag.ca.

European engineered, available
with Quattroflex
Quattroflex lens to brighten
and sharpen vision. We also carry
optical inserts for ski goggles.
*Mention this add prior to check-out and we will pay the taxes

Alpina Goggles

European
engineered, available
selected frames
& sunglasses
lens,toon
brighten
V
illage at B lue , B with
lue Quattroflex
M
ountains
up to 50% off and sharpen vision. We
also carry

705-445-3168

.

enVyeyewear
coM
optical
inserts for ski goggles.

See our collection

of Toy Watch,&
Boss,
selected frames
sunglasses
Oakley & Tommy
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Hilfiger watches

featurerestaurants
The Hungry Sumo
We aim to satisfy your love of sushi, teriyaki and tempura. Check out our extensive and reasonably
priced menu. Lunch offers popular Bento Box combinations as well as a large range of sushi. Whether
you dine in or take out you will certainly not leave a Hungry Sumo! 188 First Street, Collingwood.
thehungrysumo.com
705.293.1037

jozo’s
Blue Mountain’s original rockin’ hot spot, featuring nightly live entertainment, located in the Blue
Mountain Inn right across the hall from The Pottery. There’s incredible dancing and nightlife where the
energy intensifi es until the wee hours. Jozo’s menu is the best of pub grub featuring fabulous wings,
nachos, pizzas, stacked sandwiches and burgers. Mountain vibrations at their best!
bluemountain.ca/jozobar.htm
705.443.5508

copper blues
The first restaurant to open in the Blue Mountain Village, Copper Blues is a true Village pioneer.
Featuring a casual yet sophisticated menu for lunch and dinner daily, diners can enjoy AAA Black
Angus steaks, fresh seafood, vintage wine and much more. Our talented hospitality team is here to
entertain your every request. Dining at its finest.....Service at its best! Specializing in Corporate & Group
events.
copperblues.com
705.446.2643

Kaytoo
Located in the bright yellow Mill Pond Boathouse, Kaytoo is hard to miss in the Village at Blue Mountain.
Kaytoo explores what it means to be Canadian through its coast-to-coast inspired menu. With an
outstanding three-level patio right on the Mill Pond, Kaytoo is one of the Village’s busiest spots.
kaytoo.ca
705.445.4100

Green Mango Tree Thai Fusion
Collingwood’s Thai food hotspot offers favourites such as Lemongrass beef short ribs, coconut shrimp
and spring rolls stuffed with pork, shrimp or veggie salad and rolled in rice paper with a delicious house
lime sauce. Other dishes include Tom yum soup, Chicken curry, Thai fried rice and Tamarind shrimp.
Signature dishes are offered along with vegetarian options.
Unit 6, 115 First Street, Collingwood
greenmangotree.com
705.443.8809

The Orchid
Thornbury’s crowd-pleasing Orchid is justly famous for its fast-and-friendly family feasting and its All
Day Breakfast served your way, plus bottomless coffee, 7am to 3pm every day. Featuring eat-in or take-out
dining and homemade lunches and dinners as well. Open for dinner Thursday to Saturday till 8pm, the
Orchid also offers free WiFi. Located on Highway 26 on the western edge of Thornbury.
orchidrestaurant.ca
519.599.5944
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Duncans Café
If you don’t like a fresh and diverse menu paired with suggested wines from all regions and if you really
don’t like original-art-covered interiors, wait staff with personality and the best dining experience in
Collingwood... then you’d better not come to Duncans Café, where every dish is prepared and served
with love! Reserve your favourite table again!
60 Hurontario St., Collingwood
duncanscafe.ca
705.444.5749

Azzurra Trattoria
Collingwood’s Azzurra has a longstanding reputation for blending classic Italian dishes with up-market
contemporary cuisine. Pastas, pastries and desserts are crafted in-house with fresh, seasonal
ingredients. The ‘Pranzo Italiano’ menu is a lively and unique way to accommodate larger tables.
azzurra.ca
705.445.7771
100 Pine Street, Collingwood

Thornbury Bakery Café
Finally a fresh, moist bread that is not only gluten, dairy and egg free, but delicious! Made fresh, from
scratch with quinoa flour, chia seeds and coconut oil (among other things), it truly is a break-through in
gluten-free bread. Order it on your favourite sandwich and then pick-up some loaves and buns to take
home.
thornburybakerycafe.com
519.599.3311

Eggcitement Bistro
Satisfy your love of great food served your way, all day breakfast, seven different varieties of benedicts,
housemade sausage, our own buttermilk pancakes with real local maple syrup and bottomless coffee or
try one of our unique daily specials. New winter hours starting in January!
16 Nelson Street, Meaford
eggcitementbistro.com
519.538.1968

Piper’s Sports Bar & Grill
Combines the traditional pub atmosphere and the new wave of modern upscale sports bars. A menu for
all ages featuring fine fresh salads & sandwiches, homemade burgers and pastas and Buffalo wings.
Come to watch the game on one of our many large screen TV’s. Choose from more than a dozen tap
beers. Your apres ski Destination!
54 King Street East, Thornbury
pipersthornbury.com 226.665.0094

The Market
Buy local for global change. The Market offers prepared meals, local meat, fish, dairy, eggs, and baking,
organic specialty products, supplements, superfoods, gluten-free selections, take-out counter, and
much more. Check out their raw food and other workshops. They also take online orders and deliver!
The Market is nestled in the stables of the EcoInhabit barn on Highway 26, just east of Meaford.
themarketmeaford.com
519.538.1522
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THE TREMONT CAFE
The Tremont Cafe is a European styled fully licensed restaurant serving lunch and dinner six days a
week (closed Tuesdays). Located in the historic Tremont building, the cafe is bright and classically
lined. The adjoining Elihu Bookroom is a cozy, bookshelf lined parlour offering a boutique selection of
books for sale. 80 Simcoe St., Collingwood.
thetremontcafe.com
705.293.6000

the cheese gallery
Located in downtown Thornbury, our focus is to provide our customers with extraordinary local and
international cheeses, locally produced artisan’s foods, custom framing, and the talents of a group
of artists. Drop by to savour the tastes, feel the energy, and experience the art. Find an unparalleled
selection of cheese, tea and coffee, pasta, sauces and condiments, bread and pastries, ready-to-go
meals, and wine, beer and cider.
thecheesegallery.ca
519.599.6699

sisi trattoria
“La Dolce Vita in Thornbury!” With a focus on food and a passion for wine, Sisi Trattoria now offers
a superb Italian menu using fresh and authentic ingredients. VQA and international wine selections
include Sisi’s own vineyard in Argentina. Sisi’s is a come-as-you-are and bring-everyone-from-the-skihill kind of place. Kick off your ski boots and relax.
27 Bruce St. S., Thornbury sisitrattoria.com
519.599.7769

Exhibitions
January 12-March 23, 2014
Opening January 12 from 2pm
Har-Prakash Khalsa:
Turn Towards, Turn Away
Setting: land*
A.Y. Jackson and Tom Thomson
Continuing
The Tom Thomson Experience
Events
Dec 31
New Year’s Eve Gala
Best Western Inn on the Bay
Feb 28-March 2, 2014
Reel Film Festival
:

*The Thunder Bay Art Gallery gratefully acknowledges Ontario Arts
Council Aboriginal Curatorial Projects and Touring program

www.tomthomson.org
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extraordinary is ordinary

dining | dancing | drinks

VIL L AG E @ B L U E , O N | 705.445.4100 | WWW.KAY TO O.C A

resorts

BC Confidential
This report was produced for Canada West Ski Areas Association (www.cwsaa.org) and Explore BC (www.hellobc.com) by Mountain Life Media (www.mountainlifemedia.ca). Bryan Grundmann, Sales Manager: bryan@mountainlifemedia.ca
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Special Information Feature

You sink into a turn and a
swirl of crystals envelopes you.
Cold smoke hangs in the air as you link
several more before pausing to breathe. As
sound drifts off like a dying wind, a weight
is lifted from your life. Maybe you don’t feel
it right away because the void is filled by
rugged peaks, hanging glaciers, welcoming
bowls, evergreen skirts. Above, snow-ghost
sentinels march into a cerulean sky. Below is
a vast expanse of unbroken snow. Somewhere it’s known as champagne powder,
but here, echoing the history of the many
British Columbia towns it blankets, it’s
called White Gold, and finding it brings a
fortune in fun.
You’ll know that after your first run. The
one where you drop 1,000 metres in snow
so light it pours up and over your shoulders.
It might be the best skiing you’ve done in a
lifetime of great skiing or just a spectacular
introduction to B.C.’s wild side. Either way
you’ll wonder: if this is just another winter
day in B.C., what’s an exceptional one?
It’s easy to find out. The scope and variety
of B.C.’s 46 ski areas is staggering. Whether
located on the spectacular Coast, in the
funky Interior, or along the jagged spine of
the Rockies, you’ll find every size and type
of resort, a diversity of groomed and off-piste terrain, and consistent quality annual
snowfall of up to 15 metres. You’ll also find
friendly people, modern lifts, lodges of rustic chic to ultramodern, and award-winning
food. Best of all, getting there is simple. The
international hub of Vancouver connects to
all of B.C.—you can be skiing the same day
you leave home. And if the snow happens to
break around your knees on that first turn,
you’ll know you’ve struck White Gold.
The best testimonies come from those who
know B.C.’s ski resorts best. Whether they
live in one or visit frequently for work or
recreation, a little slice of their expertise
is the best beta you’ll ever get. An insider/
outsider overview, so to speak. And so that’s
what we bring you here.

An Insiders’ Guide to Skiing and
Boarding British Columbia

– Leslie Anthony

Sun Peaks Resort/Adam Stein.
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Whistler Blackcomb
For me, Whistler Blackcomb is the quintessential Russian Doll. It’s so
big that every day I spend on those two mountains is a guaranteed day
of discovery. I’ve lived there over a dozen years, and every time I go up
the mountain I see or ski something I’ve not only never skied before, but
didn’t even know was there. This is the kind of experience that first drew
me here and, in my mind, remains the resort’s greatest asset.
Beyond the unrivaled après and live music and party scenes, beyond the
almost 100 top-drawer restaurants and bars, beyond the international
vibe, beyond all the events and other outdoor activities, and beyond the
guaranteed snowfall, the titanic complex of glaciers, alpine bowls, chutes,
glades, leg-thrashing pistes and abundance of easily accessed out-ofbounds descents means you can always have a do-it-yourself adventure.
And yet there’s nothing intimidating about the place; for those who like
things on the softer side, easy, scenic routes lead down from the top of
each mountain—so regardless of ability no one misses out on the thrill
of staring out over the Coast Range, an adventure in itself. –LA
www.whistlerblackcomb.com

INSIDER TIP, WHISTLER BLACKCOMB

“A must-do stash for any expert skier is to ascend Spanky’s Ladder on
Blackcomb Mountain. A short ski from the top of Glacier Chair, this
5-minute hike gets you access to the high-alpine, backcountry-feeling,
inbounds gnar of Sapphire, Garnet, Diamond, and Ruby Bowls – major
vertical and as much terrain as the entire rest of the ski area.”
– Leslie Anthony

Kimberley Alpine Resort
Nestled between internationally-renowned ski resorts of Alberta’s Rocky
Mountains and famed powder destinations in BC’s snow-drenched interior,
lies the quiet (and sometimes overlooked) Kimberley Alpine Resort.
Kimberley – once marketed as the Bavarian City of the Rockies – is
widely known for lederhosen, schnitzel, and a family-friendly ski
hill. But don’t let the “family-friendly” fool you. While kids will love the
big, open runs of the front side, 80 percent of the terrain at Kimberley is
intermediate or advanced, with plenty of sustained fall-line glory. Located
close to the city centre, Kimberley Alpine Resort sits upon a former
mine site at North Star Mountain. (There once was a village, complete
with school, located midway up the present hill; thus the aptly named
‘School House’ run.)
While just a four -hour drive from Calgary, KAR lies just beyond “easy
getaway reach” and the slopes are generally deserted mid-week, while
weekend line-ups are never bad. If you are lucky enough to be in town
when a storm hits, jump on the first chair and head straight to the
backside. You’ll be in good company on the steep runs around the Easter
Chair – and the fresh turns will last long into the afternoon. –BK
www.skikimberley.com

INSIDER TIP, KIMBERLEY MOUNTAIN RESORT

“Hit Kimbo mid-week, and you’ll be treated to a crowd-free hill. If you
like steep fall line runs, head to the Easter Chair.” – Bruce Kirkby
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DON’T TAKE
OUR WORD
FOR IT.
our guests tell the story best:
Great terrain and snow! No lineups at the lift, lots of ski
runs and variability. Friendly people and a village that has
great restaurants and shops. Peaceful in the evening!”
Tripadvisor traveller review, December 2012

The best part of our visit was the service and attitude.
Everyone who works here—from hotel to restaurant to ski
staff—is helpful, considerate, and super friendly. It’s just
made being here so amazing, relaxing and fun!”
Tripadvisor traveller review, February 2013

Ski+Stay Free

4 for 3!

Valid January 6 to April 6, 2014. Based on double occupancy in
standard hotel room, upgrades available. Other restrictions may apply.

www.SunPeaksResort.com/ML

Stay connected with us!
Check out the experiences our guests are sharing,
and share your own story.
SunPeaksResort

SunPeaksResortTV

1.800.807.3257

P: Paul Morrison

LONGER STAYS,

DEEPER
DISCOUNTS.
SAVE MORE WHEN YOU STAY LONGER.
Get the best deals — guaranteed.

We’re known for a lot of things—our incredible and reliable snow, our 8,100 acres of varied terrain
including the most groomed runs in North America, our endless collection of outdoor activities
ranging from snowshoeing to ziplining, and our vibrant village with its exceptional dining and
shopping. And now, we’re making a name for ourselves with savings that get even better, the
longer you stay.
Book your ski and stay package starting from just $131* per person per night by January 22.
*Rate is quoted in CAD funds. Starting from package rate is per person per night based on 2 people in a Lodge Room from January 5-31, 2014. Package includes 4 nights’
accommodations and a 3 day lift ticket per person. Taxes and fees are extra. Restrictions may apply. Book by January 22, 2014. Other packages available for dates throughout
the winter season, please inquire for details. **Advertised percentage savings refers to lodging portion of package, is only available when booked as part of a package and is
available at participating properties only. †Airfare: Rates shown are round-trip and includes taxes and fees. Fares are subject to change at any time. Blackout dates: Dec 12, 2013
- Jan 9, 2014, Feb 15-Mar 16 and Apr 18-21. Travel must be completed by May 31, 2014. Minimum, maximum stay, & advance purchase requirements in effect. All fares are 100%
nonrefundable & fees will be collected for changes. These fares are only available when booked in conjunction with a minimum of 3 nights accommodation. Space is limited
and may not be available on all flights.

TWO NEW LIFTS
Introducing the new
Crystal Ridge Express
and Harmony 6 Express.
OPENING DECEMBER 2013

STAY LONGER. SAVE MORE.

SAVE UP TO 30%** off 4+nights
SAVE EVEN MORE - UP TO
4 NIGHT/ 3 DAY
SKI AND STAY
PACKAGE

131*

$

from

35%** off 6+nights
per person
per night

Book by
Jan. 22, 2014

FLY TO VANCOUVER
From

Base + Taxes & Fees

Total Return

N TORONTO (YYZ)
N MONTREAL (YUL)
N OTTAWA (YOW)

$425 + $114 taxes

$539†
$559†
$639†

1.888.767.5841
whistlerblackcomb.com /savemore

$434 + $125 taxes
$519 + $120 taxes

/

/

Kicking Horse Mountain Resort
Like nearby Revelstoke, Golden’s ski hill has undergone an epic
transformation in recent years. Prior to 2000, the relatively small
Whitetooth ski area sat on the lower slopes of the Dogtooth Range,
14 km outside of town. But with the turn of the millennium, the hill
was transformed into Kicking Horse Mountain Resort, with a highspeed gondola and two quads giving access to four immense alpine
bowls. Notably, this massive development received overwhelming local
support (rare for BC) – and is the pride of town today.
Offering the fourth-highest vertical in North America (only two
metres less than Jackson Hole), Kicking Horse boasts some seriously
challenging terrain (recently rated among the top five for extreme
terrain in North America) and some very long runs (one ski-out is
over 10km in length).
On a clear day, the view from the Gondola Summit is worth the price
of admission alone, with an unbroken vista stretching over five National Parks, the granite peaks of the Purcells, and the immense Rocky
Mountain Trench. And when you finally pull your goggles on and point
your tips downhill, remember: pace yourself. This hill is huge. –BK
www.kickinghorseresort.com

INSIDER TIP, KICKING HORSE MOUNTAIN RESORT

“Pause to enjoy the view from the top of the Gondola: it is magnificent.
Then for big, challenging terrain, traverse towards Terminator Peak
and the steep chutes of T1 and T2 ridges.” – Bruce Kirkby

Fernie Alpine Resort
To skiers and boarders, the word Fernie conjures a single image: powder.
And lots of it. Fortuitously situated at the juncture of two perpendicular
valley systems (one running east/west, the other north/south) most passing
storms are funneled directly into a collision course with the resort. When it
pukes at Fernie – which it does a lot – it really pukes.
This is coal and cowboy country, situated just over the Crowsnest Pass from
the southern Alberta foothills. The picturesque Lizard Range rises abruptly
beyond the heritage buildings of Fernie’s historic town centre.
While many BC resorts have experienced sudden mega-development, Fernie
has navigated a unique path, slowly and steadily expanding its terrain and
infrastructure – with little fanfare – and today its 10 lifts service a mind-boggling 1013 hectares of skiable terrain.
When the conditions are on, which they often are, the in-bounds skiing at
Fernie Alpine Resort is just as spectacular as any hidden backcountry stash.
–BK
www.skifernie.com

INSIDER TIP, FERNIE ALPINE RESORT

“On a clear day, make sure to take in the new lift to Polar Peak. And if it’s
glades you like, Bootleg and Anaconda are the places to be.” – Bruce Kirkby
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FREE AIRPORT TRANSFER
From Kelowna or Calgary
With your 5 Night luxury Ski & Stay Package
at The Sutton Place Hotel, Revelstoke’s only
ski-in/ski-out accommodation.
REVELSTOKEMTN.COM/MTNLIFE »

Mikael Pilstrand, Royce Sihlis

REVELSTOKEMOUNTAINRESORT.COM | 1.866.373.4754

Panorama Mountain Village
Eighteen kilometres up the winding Toby Creek road – which
leads on towards the heart of the Purcell Mountains – lies the
400-condo Panorama Mountain Village; quiet, isolated, and
surrounded by soaring peaks.
This is like Whistler without the crowds: mountain-rustic
lodges, cafes, walking paths, and mega homes. Once owned
by Intrawest (whose fingerprints remain visible everywhere),
Panorama Mountain Village – aka “Pano” – is now owned by a
consortium of locals, whose priority is to build the best “familyfriendly resort” in North America. And they are on the right
path, with 4000 feet of vertical (fifth biggest in North America)
120 runs, 9 lifts, and over 75 percent of the skiable terrain
ranked beginner or intermediate.
Which is not to say serious carvers will be disappointed. The resort
has hosted World Cup events in the past, and the ambitious
black-diamond runs of Taynton Bowl (once part of a heli-ski
tenure) are inbounds and avi-controlled – making Pano a resort
for families of every ability. –BK
www.panoramaresort.com

INSIDER TIP, PANORAMA MOUNTAIN VILLAGE

“Looking for fresh tracks after a storm? Get yourself to Taynton
Bowl.” – Bruce Kirkby

Revelstoke Mountain Resort
Skiers and riders will enjoy the low-key, small-town feel of Revelstoke. Plus, Revy
gets about fifty feet of snow each year and the ski hill is one of the biggest in BC, so
there’s that as well.
Long known for its epic heli and cat skiing (with legendary Rogers Pass just up the
road for the touring crowd) Revy upped the ante in 2007 when Revelstoke Mountain
Resort expanded the existing ski hill way, way, way up into the alpine on the south
side of Mount Mackenzie. All of a sudden a little railway town off the Transcanada Highway suddenly boasted the highest in-bounds vertical in North America
(1,713m/5,620 ft) and pow-chasers from across the province began moving in.
The front-side’s consistent fall-line translates into the longest/fastest/best groomers
in probably the entire universe. When those inevitable big snow dumps do arrive
Revy has plenty of gladed runs and the now-legendary North Bowl, an alpine to
satisfy even the burliest pow rippers. Revy locals are proud of the fact that they don’t
have (or need) a terrain park.
And be sure to hit the Woolsey Creek Bistro or The Village Idiot and the best nextgreat-thing-turned-best-kept-secret in BC. –CT
www.revelstokemountainresort.com

INSIDER TIP, REVELSTOKE

“Want glades? The North Bowl/Ripper Chair zone is like a neverending tree-skiing
paradise. This one seems obvious but if you’re in the “Stop at the Road” Glades and
you come to the road – make sure you stop. On the south side, Snow Rodeo is one of
the best cruising runs on the continent.” – Chili Thom
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Whitewater Ski Resort
Pushed up against the Rocky Mountains in the Southeastern corner
of BC, the Kootenays are about the size of a small European country
and the whole place is riddled with incredible mountains, small
authentic ski hills, and pow out the wazoo. Whitewater Ski Resort
gets enough snow to bury a four-storey house each and every winter
– and that’s white, fluffy, blower pow. Ymir Peak looms over the
resort and while the inbounds terrain is perfectly awesome, serious
riders can also take advantage of all the touring options on the
now-open Backside.
The people of the Koots take their food almost as seriously as their
powder-shredding and the Whitewater cafeteria is no exception –
probably the best on-hill food in North America.
Rumour has it that nearby Nelson sits on top of a huge vein of
underground crystals (hence the proliferation of drum circles) but
for whatever reason the place has good coffee, great restaurants, and
a world-class music scene. Oso Negro Coffee is bonkers-good, the
Hume Hotel is a must-stay, and Spirit Bar consistently hosts the
best touring DJs and acts in the world. The Castlegar airport is
notoriously socked in; you might have to stay an extra week. –CT
www.skiwhitewater.com

INSIDER TIP, WHITEWATER

“The Koots are a friendly place, so talk to locals to get the inside
scoop. Also, if you have ski-touring or splitboarding gear and you
know how to use it, this is the place to bust it out. Ymir Peak is
legendary – and so is the Ymir Bowl in the Whitewater cafeteria.
From snow to terrain to food, this place is gourmet.” –Chili Thom

Big White Ski Resort
Big White has huge elevation (7,606 ft/2319 m), impressive vertical (2549 ft/777 m) and
specializes in dry champagne powder – “It’s the Snow” at Big White. This is the best family resort
going: ice-tower climbing, mini-skidoos, a huge ice skating rink, tubing, Nordic skiing, horse-drawn
sleighs, spas, dining and more. The nightskiing is excellent, too.
The go-to zone on big snow days is the headwall above the Cliff Chair. Parachute bowl features a
steep drop into big, beautiful, open terrain. The Gem Lake Express offers nice long cruising runs
on a steeper fall-line and there are amazing glades out in the Sun Rype Bowl area.
Teenage rippers will be “stoked” with the Telus Terrain Park (and easy-access park chair) and the
whole family will enjoy fresh tracks through the frosted “snowghost” trees off the Alpine T-Bar.
Ski clubs looking for an action-packed trip with good snow, gourmet meals and hot tub
shenanigans need look no further – this is it. Best of all, Big White is easy to get to (direct flights
to Kelowna from Toronto) but still 50-odd kilometres away from the city so you get that sense of
adventure, wilderness, and true Canadian isolation. –CT
www.bigwhite.com

INSIDER TIP, BIG WHITE

“The snow is great all over the mountain but there are always some incredible stashes in the Never
Never Glades and the trees of Red-Hawk and Whitetail. When night-skiing, be sure to stop in
and refuel at the Happy Valley Lodge.” – Chili Thom
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Make Fernie your destination this winter. Whether
travelling with the family, a group of friends or
your best bud choose from budget to luxury, in
town or ski-in ski-out, private chalet or town home,
hotel, motel or our famous hostel close to Historic
Downtown’s shopping, cafes and nightlife.

3rd Night 50% Off and Kids ski free*
*Book by March 15, 2014. Some conditions apply.

Midweek Special 25% off Lodging,
For Stays 2 Nights or More*
*Some condtions apply.

Book your Fernie Vacation today.

TOURISMFERNIE.COM
1 . 8 7 7 . 9 3 3 . 7 6 4 3 | fac e b o o k . c o m / f e r n i e . ca n a da

Sun Peaks Resort
The topography of Sun Peaks Resort is fused into the DNA of my
earliest ski memories two planking my way around Tod, the bald-headed
mountain where it all began back in 1961. I remember going head-tohead with Craig Ellis in a distance jumping competition, blowing out
my bindings in the process, and searching in vain for a lost Dynastar
Omeglass II on the Chute during a snowstorm.
Since those halcyon days, Tod morphed into Sun Peaks Resort and
expanded terrain into two other huge zones, Mt. Morrissey and Sundance,
providing a sum total of 3,678 acres. People tend to think family friendly
when they ponder Sun Peaks. I consider it a resort with a dual personality.
One is what you see from the vantage point of the hot tubs, condos, cafes
and boutiques of the Ecosign-designed ski-in, ski-out village – plush, wide
open blue-square groomers. The other is the Tod Mountain of my youth.
You’ll be surprised. Combo runs like Chief-Roller Coaster, Chief-Expo or
Chief-Challenger – what longtime local Adam Earle calls “the compulsories”
– offer up some thigh-demolishing, sustained, side hill, steep, continuous
fall line shredding that will alter your idea of family-friendly. –AF
www.sunpeaksresort.com

INSIDER TIP, SUN PEAKS

“For a calorie burner, tag the summits of Morrissey, Tod and Sundance
in one continuous around the world tour of Sun Peaks. For a calorie
accumulator, sit down for a fondue feast at the Sunburst Mid Mountain
Restaurant followed by a headlamp descent of 5 Mile back to the village
(every Thursday evening, 5pm-7pm, $70 per person).” – Andrew Findlay

Silver Star Mountain Resort
Just under an hour’s drive from Kelowna International Airport, Silver Star
is another incredible family spot. They have the fastest/steepest/best Tube
Park in BC (unscientifically measured by this author) and the on-hill
terrain is varied to suit everyone’s needs. The front side offers four chairlifts
worth of nice cruising, sweet tree lines between the runs and great
beginner’s terrain. The real action is out back where the Powder Gulch
Express services steeper terrain with over 50 black and double-black diamond
runs mixed in with blues and choose-your-own-adventure glades.
Silver Star’s big-game skiing and riding shows in the local talent pool.
The list of Silver Star riders who’ve gone on to ski professionally includes
Justin Dorey, Josh Bibby, TJ Schiller, Riley Leboe and Chad Sayers. For
families, the fantastic front side boasts gentle terrain and groomers, the
new Learning Zone (with carpet access and gentle pitches).
Silver Star is justly famous for a thriving Nordic ski scene, premier restaurants, exciting events, and all the other bells and whistles a vacationing
family will need. Friendly, welcoming and with exciting terrain for all skill
levels – this is what a small-town western ski resort should look like. –CT
www.skisilverstar.com

INSIDER TIP, SILVER STAR

“Find great frontside pow turns on Bib’s Bumps and Southern Cross off
the Summit Chair. Down in the village, Bugaboos has some of the best
fresh-baked pastries and primo coffee. Also, Silver Star offers an all-inclusive lift ticket called the My1Pass that includes tubing, snowshoeing,
Nordic, ice-skating, skiing/boarding.” – Chili Thom
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The BC Insiders

Chili Thom

Bruce Kirkby

Leslie Anthony

Andrew Findlay

Born and raised in BC, artist and guide
Chili Thom spent six years exploring
the province’s most remote nooks and
crannies before settling in Whistler.
Author of the “Mini Adventure” column
in Mountain Life Coast, he was also
featured in the Art for an Oil Free Coast
from Raincoast Books and he’s been the
subject of numerous films and television
specials, including as host of the Wild
at Heart adventure show for the Life
Network. None of this can keep him
off the ski hills of BC for very long and
through his work as a guide, Chili has
become very familiar with most of BC’s
ski hills and some of its premier backcountry terrain. chilithom.com

A leading wilderness writer and adventure
photographer, Bruce has travelled to over
80 countries, and logged more than 2000
days of expedition travel. Bruce’s many
journeys include a descent of Ethiopia’s
Blue Nile Gorge by raft and a 37-day
trans-Iceland trek. A correspondent
for The Globe and Mail, author of two
bestselling books, and a multi-National
Magazine Award winner, Bruce’s writing
has appeared in The New York Times, EnRoute, explore, Canadian Geographic and
other publications. His photographic
clients — both commercial and editorial –
include Patagonia, Lululemon, Time, and
Outside. His photography was selected by
National Geographic as among “the most
compelling adventure images of the decade.”
An Adventure Envoy for Mountain
Equipment Co-op, Bruce makes his home
in Kimberley, B.C. brucekirkby.com

Whistler resident Leslie Anthony is a
writer, editor, photographer and filmmaker
who combines interests in biodiversity,
environment, ecology, outdoors, and
adventure travel. A PhD in Zoology
and expertise in evolutionary biology
and earth sciences belie a career that has
included Senior Editor at Bike, Managing
Editor at Powder, and architect and
Creative Director of Skier, WB, Peak
Performance and the acclaimed Mountain
Life Annual. A fixture on the masthead
of numerous magazines around the
globe, Anthony writes with authority,
insight and humour on subjects ranging
from fossil smuggling to invasive species,
to China’s nascent ski industry. Anthony
is the author of White Planet: A Mad
Dash through Modern Global Ski Culture
and other books.

Award-winning journalist and photographer Andrew Findlay grew up
racing at Tod Mountain and traveling
to regional British Columbia races
stuffed like an unwanted dog in the
back of coach Joe Gatien’s van with Ace
MacKay-Smith and a bunch of guys.
As a racer, he was an unmitigated flop.
As a ski bum, he excelled and continues
a few decades later to apply himself to
this default lifestyle choice. His work has
been published in Ski Canada, explore,
Canadian Geographic and many other
publications. andrewfindlay.ca

WE COULD ENTICE YOU…
...with a slick photo of a skier blasting through dry
powder snow, but honestly, that’s what we experience
most days here in British Columbia.
What really makes us shine is offering Canada’s first
all-inclusive winter experience.
From skiing to snowboarding to
cross country skiing to tubing
to ice skating to snowshoeing,
your day pass includes it all.
And then some.
Experience something different this winter, visit
www.skisilverstar.com.

BOOK 5

GET 7

Lift & Lodging Deal
February 7 to March 31, 2014
Use booking code FH. Some conditions apply.

Call 1-800-663-4431 or email info@skisilverstar.com for details.
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experience
winter in

Simcoe County

experience.simcoe.ca

localpicks

Sorel Tofino Herringbone
The PU-coated leather shell features
waterproof/breathable membrane
construction so feet stay dry and
comfortable; inside, 100g of insulation
join forces with a cozy fleece lining to
create a cocoon of warmth.
Kristen, Red Devil Sports, Blue
Mountain Village (705.443.5803).

Instance Socks
Rx lens for Alpina Goggles
Handy prescription adaptor lens
snap inside Alpina goggles. All Alpina
goggles are anti-fog and have 100%
UV protection.
Betty, Envy Eyewear, Village at Blue
(envyeyewear.com 705.445.3168,
direct Toronto line 416.238.2743)

Building outstanding socks
with the best fit and performance characteristics from
the highest quality materials
is the unspoken priority. The
outward facing personality of
the brand and our products are
the creative and artistic stories
that go into every single sock
they make.
Leslie & Scott, Evolution for Men,
Thornbury (evolutionformen.ca
519.599.5013)

Hitcase Pro
Convert your iPhone 4 or 5 to a waterproof, rugged, shockproof POV camera
with the Hitcase Pro. Mount it on your
bike, chest harness, or even extend it
on a ski pole for incredible footage.
Kris, Kamikaze, Collingwood
(kamikazebikes.com 705.446.1234)

Arc’Teryx Sabre Jacket
Designed for use on mountain terrain
and on-piste adventures, the fully
waterproof/breathable, windproof and
extra-roomy Sabre is constructed
of extremely durable Gore-Tex with
brushed flannel backer interior.
Jo, Arc’Teryx (arcteryx.com
1-866-458-2473)

White + Warren Cashmere
Travel Wrap
Perfect to wrap up with on cold days, ideal for
travel, and can be worn in endless ways: as a
shawl, scarf, hood or blanket. Celebrities have
worn it as a shawl on the red carpet, a scarf on
a cold day and use it as a travelling companion
for those long flights.
Dana, Echo Trends, Blue Mountain Village
(shopdana.ca 705.446.1496)
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Come
discover
exclusive
custom
Alp-n-Rock
designs

705.446.1496 l shopdana.ca

705.445.6768 l tinglelingerie.ca

ONE TOOTH
active wear

for Men and Women
Blue Mountain Village
New Location in Barrie
Be Canadian | Be Beautiful | Be Proud | Be ONE

10 Keith Ave. Cranberry Mews • Unit 402 • Collingwood • 705-445-5239
NEW LOCATION 12 Commerce Park Drive, Unit C, Barrie • 705-733-3663
Blue Mountain Village • 705-444-2627
www.onetoothcollingwood.com & www.onetoothbarrie.com
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Patagonia Women’s
Cloud Stack Hoody

localpicks

Stay warm during pre-dawn
sun salutations. This full-zip
fleece hoody is made with a
blend of 60% polyester/40%
organic cotton that has soft,
brushed fleece on the inside
and is heathered on
the outside.
Patagonia Toronto
(Patagonia.com
416.861.1102)

Dye CLK Goggles

K2 Juvy boy’s ski
A lightweight, sturdy but flexible
ski, built to let your young little
ripper evolve his skills in the
park and all over the mountain.
All-Terrain Rocker features an
elevated tip for variable and soft
snow performance, as well as
camber underfoot for power,
energy, and edge-hold in firmer
conditions.
K2 Canada (k2skis.com)

Named after Dye’s innovative
‘click’ lens attachment system
that allows riders/skiers to
change lenses in seconds with
the click of a hidden button. The
CLK is a large-fit frame, which
features an expanded field of
view, optimal helmet integration,
and strategic venting.
Mark, Dye Snow (dyesnow.com)
705.888.4124

Blundstone Winter
The Winter has the all-weather features of every
Blundstone boot, with the added warmth of a
Thinsulate and genuine sheepskin insole to get
you through the coldest spells.
Blundstone Canada
(blundstone.ca)

Atomic Nomad
Temper Ti
Built for hard pistes and high
speed, the Nomad Temper
concentrates the skier’s
power on a single point in the
center of the ski. This means
perfect traction and flow as
well as explosive rebound
out of turns. A lively and
ultra-sporty ski.
Shane, Squire John’s
(squirejohns.com
1.800.303.1334)

Hides in Hand Ballet
Moccasin
Genuine Deerskin Ballet
Moccasin, hand-laced with
a foam-lined inside for extra
comfort. Crafted in Ontario.
Tarren, Gaia Boutique,
Thornbury (gaiaboutique.ca
519.599.3040)
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SCENIC CAVES,

TOWN OF THE BLUE MOUNTAINS
ONTARIO

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8, 2014
3KM SNOWSHOE RACE • 3KM & 5KM SNOWSHOE WALK
• LIL ROMPER DASH •

TUBBSROMPTOSTOMP.COM

The Elephant Thoughts Explore Store is an interactive retail
destination offering some of the best toys, games and gadgets
for kids and adults.

TheOPEN
latest
toys booksCOLLINGWOOD!
and crafts
NOW
IN DOWNTOWN

Visit the store for educational activities, to register for summer
camp or simply to meet the animals and have an ice cream.

Outdoor toys • Craft Kits & Supplies • Games & Puzzles •Building toys
Science kits • Puppets & dress-up • Infant toys • Thomas the Tank Engine
And books for infants to teens

Elephant Thoughts is a registered charity and the Explore Store
supports educational programs across Canada and around the
world.

for
kids
allfor
ages
The laTesT Toys
books
andof
crafTs
kids of all ages

27 Hurontario St., Collingwood
(705) 445-6222
Shop on line at www.mindsalive.ca
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-6:00, Sat. 9:30-5:00 Sun. 11:00-4:00
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Visit our website elephantthoughts.com
Phone Number 705 444 2012
Location 10138 Hwy 26, across from Hyundai.

localpicks
Padraig Cottage Slippers
Each pure wool Padraig Cottage Slipper is dyed and
crocheted by hand, and sports a cushy sheepskin
lining and tough leather soles. Padraig Cottage is
independently owned and operated and employs
highly skilled local artisans producing in small lots for
Columbia Girls’ Benton Springs
a unique product every time.
Printed Fleece
Rosie, Padraig Cottage
An updated Columbia classic scaled down for
(padraigcottage.com 1.800.881.2848)
little ones, this cozy fleece offers instant insulation in a sweet, versatile style. Durable and
ready to be washed and rewashed for years.
Lisa, Columbia Canada
(columbiasportswear.ca 800.622.6953)

Blizzard Bushwacker ski
This carve-meister has no fear
of the crowds and is happy to
show off its controlled expertise
on hard-packed Eastern pistes.
Its 88 mm waist and Flip Core 3D
Rocker design make it extremely
agile and versatile.
Isabelle, Tecnica Group
(tecnicagroup.ca
1.800.361.9090)

Warren Bench by Four Hands
Merging old worlds and new, Four Hands’ Bina
collection is known for livable furnishings crafted
by hand from sustainably harvested and reclaimed
woods. Juxtaposing warm patinas with rough and
refined woods, Bina’s designs lend a sense of
history to any space.
Holly, Barn Built Furniture / Stone Home Design,
Collingwood
(barnbuiltfurniture.com 705.293.5776)

Galt Trampoline
A nursery junior trampoline
with an easy-grip handle, to
encourage children to exercise and keep fit. Suitable for
both indoor and outdoor use,
the Galt folding trampoline
has a tough weatherproof
mat and tublar steel frame
with a durable coated finish.
Jeff, Minds Alive, Collingwood (mindsalive.ca
705.445.6222)

Hunter Sandhurst
Carlyle Riding Boots
Equestrian-inspired in updated
colors, the Sandhurst Carlyle boasts
a contrast colour leg and embossed
Hunter logo. This slim-fit waterproof
boot is a sophisticated alternative to
the Original Tall rain boots.
Kelly and Kim, The Tack Shoppe,
Collingwood (705.445.4041
thetackshoppe.ca)
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Saturday January 11, 7:30 pm.
Doors open at 7:00.
Gayety Theatre,
161 Hurontario Street, Collingwood.

VALHALLA : A ski movie by Sweetgrass Productions.
Presented by Patagonia Toronto, Mountain Life & Northwinds Brewery
Door prize courtesy of Patagonia Toronto and Blue Mountain will go to one lucky ticketholder!
Refreshments provided by Northwinds Brewery.
Tickets $20. Includes a copy of Mountain Life Annual and a pint of Northwinds beer! Must be legal drinking age.
Phone or email for tickets: 1.888.353.3203 info@gayetytheatre.com Web: www.gayetytheatre.com

localpicks
Carrot cake with cream
cheese icing
A family recipe for generations. This
moist bestseller at the bakery is loved
by all and loaded with pecans and
pineapple too. $30 for 12” Bundt
cake. Available in squares as well at
$1.50 each.
Trish, Thornbury Bakery
(thornburybakerycafe.com
519.599.3311)

Paul Brodie Footwear
These stylish, waterproof boots
are made in Canada using Pendleton wool detailing. They feature
a cozy wool interior and a grippy
sole to keep your feet warm and
on solid ground. You’ll be the talk
of the apres-ski scene.
Devin, Skiis & Biikes
Collingwood (skiisandbiikes.com
705.445.9777)

Uvex Downhill 2000 Variomatic goggles

Westcomb Soho Jacket
The sleek-cut Soho in Westcomb’s new urban line is made with Schoeller “c_change”
wool for superior stretch, movement and
weather protection. Depending on your
activity, the breathability or heat-retention of
the membrane increases or decreases.
Patrick, Westcomb (shopwestcomb.com
1.888.204.9140)

Stylish, rimless look, with spherical injection molded lenses for
distortion-free vision, including 100 percent UV and infra-red
protection and a fog-free view. Variomatic technology provides
automatic tinting in varying light conditions.
Dominic, Uvex (uvex-sports.de/en)

Elan Amphibio 14 Fusion all mountain ski
The revolutionary Amphibio profile means these skis
are made especially for your left and your right foot.
The Dual Titanium reinforcement brings enhanced
edge control while the Laminated Woodcore and RST
sidewalls allow for extra stability on groomers and
every other snow type.
Kathy, Kenmark North Snowsports, Hwy
26, Collingwood (kenmarksnowsports.com
705.293.9322)

Swix HVC Warm Glidewax
The HVC Warm is a new fluorinated
high-velocity liquid topping developed
for wet and warm conditions, from -2°C
to +10°C. Swix recommends applying
HVC Warm as the final layer on top of
Cera F powder. One bottle of HVC Warm
contains 50ml, enough for 20-25 pairs of
cross-country skis, or approximately 10
pairs of alpine skis.
Jason, Swix (swixsport.com)
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Creemore Springs Urbock

localpicks

The roots of Urbock stretch back to early 17th
century Munich, where it was the brew of choice
of the Bavarian nobility. This is a rich, ruby-hued
beer with subtle, dark roasted flavours.
Steph, Creemore Springs Brewery
(creemoresprings.com - available at The Beer
Store & LCBO)

Stonz Winter Baby
Booties
Keep your baby’s feet warm
and dry this winter. The wide
opening makes them super
easy to put on and with the
two toggles, they actually
stay on!
Larry, Liam & Lauren BABY,
Collingwood
(liamandlauren.ca
705.293.2239)

Terramar Smartsilk baselayer
Patented micro-blend hybrid of silk, spandex, nylon and
polyester enhances the performance of synthetic fibers
while maintaining the look, hand and feel of natural fibers.
Unlike true silk, Smartsilk won’t wash out or wear out.
Sue, Terramar Sports (terramarsports.com)

Keen Arabella Bern Boot
Timeless and classic, the Arabella Bern showcases riding
style with the comfort and dependability you expect from
Keen. The buttery-soft full grain leather upper features a
wider top opening for easy on and off.
Heather, Keen Canada (keenfootwear.com/ca/en
1.866.853.6322)

Canoe Wine Rack
This beautiful and functional hand-crafted
and reclaimed wood wine
rack is just one of the many Canadian and
local products available at NEO.
Reg, Niagara Escarpment Outfitters,
Collingwood
(escarpmentoutfitters.com 705.293.4000)

NICKLAS BLOM PHOTO.

Skhoop Down Skirts
The Liberty Variant 97 ski
Lifted is the ONLY shop in Ontario to
sell these phenomenally smooth skis
with more pop than a champagne cork
at New Years! The new Variant 97 will
carve in all snow conditions, yet has an
easy-going personality that inspires trust
at any speed.
Kris, Lifted, Blue Mountain Village
(705.443.5801)
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These cozy goose down skirts
from Skhoop of Scandinavia come
in a variety of colours and lengths.
This versatile “must have” piece
takes you from après in the lodge
with long johns, to snowshoeing
the Escarpment, to walking the
dog and then out for cocktails.
Tricia, Slalom Gate Ski Shop,
Georgian Peaks Resort
(slalomgate.ca 519.599.3244)
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Liminal Space
By Colin Field
There are moments before adventure: a brief
span of time between the everyday chores of
life and actually being alive. A limbo of sorts,
not necessarily good, nor bad, just an in-between. A threshold.
Anthropologists call these moments a liminal
space, a disorientation: an ambiguous moment
before a rite of passage or ritual. A time when
participants are undefined; they have lost their
pre-ritual status and haven’t yet transitioned
into their post-ritual selves.
People deal with these moments differently.
Some are meticulous about their gear: cinching
up straps, tightening buckles, arranging hats,
gloves and boots. Visualizing the adventure
ahead, they prepare slowly and methodically.
Others just throw a bunch of stuff in a pack,
hop out of the truck and go. They proverbially
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dive right in. Anthropologists would argue
you’re doing more than just changing your footwear – you’re preparing to change your life.
Adventure changes us. Every time. Whether it’s
20 minutes or 16 weeks, adventure provides
moments vital to a healthy mental being. These
moments of clarity – away from social media,
emails and phone calls – allow us to live. To
breathe. To remember what life looked like before
all the clutter. To refocus. And re-prioritize.
How you prepare doesn’t matter; it’s the
adventure that’s important. It’s the actual
ritual that changes our lives. Traipsing through
the woods, gaining speed down hill, crashing
dramatically, getting back up. The key to adventure is throwing yourself into something that
doesn’t have a guaranteed ending. These are the
moments that shape us, redefine us, and help
us to define ourselves.

These moments of clarity – away
from social media, emails and
phone calls – allow us to live. To
breathe. To remember what life
looked like before all the clutter.
Next time you’re getting your gear on in the
back of a truck, pulling gear out of a trunk, or
unloading your latest device from a roof rack,
think about the liminal space you are occupying.
You are about to become a different person, a
wiser person – a healthier person.
Every.
Single.
Time.
COLIN FIELD PHOTO.
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